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Problem. This study investigated. exemption from fresh-
man composItion. Its two primary purposes were, first, to
examine the validity and cutting scoreS of the oriqinal
CLEP General Examination in English Composition (GE:E), a
test used nationwide to grant exemption; and., second, to
measure the impact freshman composition or exemption from
it has on GPA.
A comprehensive review of the literature on the GE:!
revealed that some researchers had confidenoe in the valid-
i ty of the GE: E and cutt.ing scores based on its norms whereas
others expressed doubt and suspicion. The literature on the
ACT Enqlish usage t:.est (ACT:E) was reviewed to provide a
basis for comparing the efficacy of the GEtE. The results
of correlation studies on the test scores a.ndGPA· s for
the two were typical for suoh tests and. showed them to be
similar in validity. The limits and deficiencies of corre-
lation stu.dies and their role in test choice and use are
disoussed.
:Procedure. '1'0 provide additional, unique information
on the GEIE, two small eN III 22) but homogeneous samples
were drawn from t:.ne Sante population, fall quarter 1915
Mankato State University (MSU) freshmen. The samples were
not representative of the MSU or ACT and CLEF populations.
Sample A students' CLEP-GE:E soores had exempted them from
English 101 Composition I. Sample B students took the
course. The two samples were matohed in gender, major, and
composition ability as measured by the ACT:E.
The two criteria used to determine the validity of the
GE:E and the appropriateness of its cutting scores were GPA
and. the ACT:E. Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-
cient.s were used to test the null hypotheses that stated there
were no re1at.ionships (~<.05) between ACT:E scores anclGPA's
and GE:E scores and GPA s for Sample A. The same procedure
was used t.o test the null hypotheses for the relationships
between ACT:E scores and CPA'S for Sample B. Analysis of
covariance was used to test the null hypotheses that stated
there were no differences between the mean GPA's of the two
samples ..
In addition, Sample A students were mailed a question-
naire that a.sked fo·r their opinions on exemption and the
GE:E. Sample B's questionnaire asked them their opinion of
freshman composition.
Findings.. The correlations of t.est scores with GI'A' s
reveale2t extremely low correlat.ions ofGE:E scores with GI'1\.
and low to moderateoorrelations of ACT:E scores with GPA.
Because the correlations 't-1ith GPA for the ACT: E were greater
than those for the o.rig!nal GEd£, it had greater prediotive
and content validity than the GB:E for these samples.. Two
of the mean GPA's for the samples were not st.atistically
different but two others were statist.i.cally higher for
SampleA. E'or Sample A the GIll:! had predictive va.lldity
and the cutting scores were appropriate. Compos!tion course
work had no measurable impaot on GPA for Sample B.
In their questionnaire re.sponse.s samplel~ expressed
satisfaction in exemption and doubt in the GB:E.. In their
questionnaire responses Sample Ii was supportive of freshman
composition with qualifications.
Conclusions. If the same serious oharqes that. were
made against the originalQB:E in the review of the lit.era-
t.ure can be made against the revised edit.ion, it oould be
rejeoted for laoking oontent and prediotive validity and
for not being normed propetly.. Althou'lh both Sample A and
Sample B were generally supportive of freshman composit.ion,
the content. of the course and t.he quality of the instruo-
tion need to be sorutinized.
Reoommendat.ion.. This researoher recommends that. the MSO
English department conduct a thorough validation study of
~~e ACT:E. If it has validity, a multiple-regression equa-
tion based on high sohool GPA and ACT:E scores could be
developed to predict lc1SU composition grades. This equat.ion
and a faculty constructed and graded essay examination could
be used to grant or waive credit in Composition I and II ..
If the ACT:E is invalid, a thorough study of another
standardized test of composition ability might be conducted.
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CBAP'I'ER I
INTRODUCTION
General Baokground
Cogent arguments have been made for requiring it.
Persuasive arguments have been made for abolish1nq it.
Since freshman composition first appeared in 1896 as
"English Aft at Harvard Colleqe, it has been stoutly de-
fended and stronqly assailed. tn its oheckered history it
has been a pseudo-psychology oourse, pseudo-sociology course,
pseudo-linquistios course. It has also qiven many teaohers
the opportunity to help many students beoome competent
writers.
In his survey, now six years old, Smith found that
76 percent of the oolleges and universities required one
composition course, and 45 percent required two or more.
Twenty-four percent required no freshman composition. l
The students in freshman English classes engage in a variety
of activities but mostly they write, "125 million words
(give or take a few million) ..... each year. ft 2 Kitzhaber
places freshman composition courses in one of two categories
IRon Smith, "The Composition Requirement Today: A
Report on the Nationwide Survey of Four-Year Colleges and
Universities," College Campgsitionand COmmunication, XXV
(May 1974), 139.
2Thomas WoO Wilcox, 'rhe Anatomy of co11e2e English
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass PUblIshers, 1973), p. 78.
2depend.ing on tb.eiressentlal purpose, praotical or liberal.
The praotioal oourse is a "service" oourse that prepares
stud.ents for college by helping them acquire the composition
abilit.yexpected of them in their classes.) The liberal
course will teach them to think clearly and to express that.
thinking in clear writinq.4 A third type, not identified
by Kitzhaber, is less a freshman composition course than a
freshman literature course. The humanistic-cultural course
acquaints the student with the be~les-lettres and its
measures of the values and worth of humankind.
Depending on the purpose of freshman English as deter-
mined by the college's English department and the individual
teacher, the focus of the course can vary. The practical
course most often stresses grammar, usage, and punctuation.
Much time is spent teaching the students how t.o shape their
compositions.. The liberal course emphasizes logic and, to
a lesser degree, psychology. Mastering rhetorical prin-
ciples that place content before form is the student's major
task in the liberal course. In the humanistic-cultural
course the student'S work is reading literary masterpieces,
discussinq them, and writinq responses to or analyses of
them. Reading is primary, writing' secondary.. Althouqh
3Albert R.. Kitzhaber, Thelnes, Theories,. and TheraEX:
i~i3r~a~~:n,_j: Writing; in College (New York: McGraw-Bill,
4Kitzhaber, pp. 3-4 ..
3generalizations markin9'easi.ly rec09'nized types of courses
by purpose and content oan be mad.e, rare is the freabman
course that is not a salntagundi.
Although most colleges and universities require fresh-
man composition, nearly all exempt some student.s. The
advooates of exemption believe benefits can accrue to both
the institution and the stUdent. They argue that the in-
stitution that recognizes student learning regardless of
its source has implicitly said knowledge, not credit. hours
and course work, is foremost in importance.. Additionally,
they contend, the college that encourages adult, non-
traditional students to attend by exempting them from course
work believes sueh encouragement fosters a more knOWledgeable
citizenry. Furthermore, exemption aids in individualizing
instruction.. Finally, they claim better use of institu-
tional facilities and faculty time and energy can result
from exemption. The advantaqes of exemption. for the student
were sun~arized by ~replin in her review of studies on stu-
dent opinion of credit by examination. Saving time and
money is the major advantage. Prestige is heightened, self-
confidence enhanced, and motivation increased as a result
of being exempted. Being able to enter advanced work
earlier and to concentrate on preferred courses were addi-
tional advantages students identified. 5
5aannah Kreplin, Credit b~ Examination: A Review and
Analysis of the Literature, Ford Foundat.Ion Program for
Research In University Administ.rat.ion. Paper P-20 (Berkeley:
University of California, July 1971), pp. 47-50 (ERIC EO
064 616).
The most popular tool used to exempt students are
nattonal, standardized tests. Among the m.any test.s are t.he
American College Testing Frog-ram, the College Ent.rance
Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test.s, Educational
Testing Service's College Level Examinat.ion Program, as
well as tests developed by ot.her te81:in9' services, variOU8
publishing houses, and institutions. Occasionally the
student's t.est result.s are used in conjunction with his or
her high school grades, interviews, lett.ers of recommenda-
t.ion, and the like to determine if the student should be
exempted. Depending on his or her performance, some insti-
tutions will exempt him or her fro·m further course work 1
others will require the student to substitute advanced
placement or honors courses for the reqular courses. Some
will grant no credit whereas others will award a few or many
credits.
~1e choice to exempt. or not to exempt students from
freshman oomposition is affected considerably by the English
department's and the inst.itution's st.ance on three issuest
the efficacy of exempting students and waiving or granting'
credit by examination; the role of freshman composition;
and the soundness of tests of writing ability.
The institution that aocepts credit by examination
presumes that learning outside of the college classroom is
measurable and comparable to that learned in it. 'What one
learns in life can be eqUivalent to what is learned in
5college courses, and it. can be learned equally well. No
course or discipline is so recondite t.hat it. can resist.
measurement..
Not all facult.y and administrators would agree "lith.
these assumptions. Seldom, they argue, is an objeotive,
standardized test oomprehensive enough in scope t.o measure
the outcomes of oourses not standardized in content.. Seldom
can it ask the student. to do more than recall facts, that.
is, analyze, synthesize, and judge.. ttBy not at.tendin·9 classes,
students miss certain things in their general education such
as: a) a systematic coveraqe of sUbject.-matt.er: b) support-
ing data, material not contained in a regular t.extbook but
furnished by the professor; 0) enthusiasm and deeper points
of view through interaotion with faculty and ot.her st.udent.s .. ,,6
Those opposed to exempt.ing student.s from freshman com-
pos f, t..1on argue that no mat.ter whether the course is pra.o-
t.ioal, liberaJ., or humanistic-cult.ural, students can improve
their writing and learn about rhetoric, lO'lic, or litera-
ture. They c1aim mastering rhetorical strat.eqies and
stylistic flourishes and being capable of incisive reasoning
will advance any st.udent' s writing from serviceable to
praisewort.hy.. Those in support of exemption counter and
argue that few teachers can enhance the abilities and
knowledge of ~he talented, able student.. For this student
6Kreplin, pp , 44-45.
6freshman composit.ion is especially onerous because it is
far too often a replication of high school English.. It is
their charge that. few college composit.ion teachers know the
principles of rhetoric or logic well enough to, help stu-
dents apply them to their own writing and thereby improve
its quality.
Exemption of student:s from freshman composition is
dependent on measuring the student's composit.ion ability
validly, reliably, and responsibly.
Most colleges and universities exempt students from
freshman composition based on their scores on one multiple....
choice objective test. :It is less costly and more easily
administered than either an essay test or combination
objective-essay test. Usually it emphasizes recognition
of grammatical, usage, and punctuation "errors" and flaws
in diction and idiom. A fe'trl items on sentence structure
and vary few on paragraph structure are included in such
tests. Most objective tests correlate moderately with one
another, with essay tests, and with composition course
grades.
But because they do not correlate highly and do not
require the student actually to \-lrite, they are rejected by
t:heir opponents in favor of essay tests. Composing an
essay requires originality, thought, and knowledge as well
as a background in "oorrectness" and felicities: rhetori-
oal and stylistic ohoices must be made. Those favoring the
1essay t.est claim it is adireot., not. oblique or associa-
tional, measure of the several components of composition
ability. Lack of reliability in the quality of a student's
writing from one essay to another and lack of reliabilit.y
of essay evaluations among teachers are the most frequent
criticisrna agains'\: essay tests. They usually do not
correlate as highly as objective tests with course grades.
To exempt a st.udent from freshman. composition
responsibly, the content of the test should correspond to
the oontent. of the coueae , And the stUdent's performance
on the test should be of such qualit.y that it is obvious
he or she would learn little by taking freshman aomposition.
Problem
Educational Testing Service (ETS), the producer and
administrator of the College Level Examinat.ion Program
(CLEP), and its sponsor, The Co11ege Entrance Examination
Board (CEEB), claim that students can demonst.rate that they
have college level writing ski11s and a knowledge of
standard written English by equaling the national cutting
score for exemption on the CLEP General Examination in
English Composition (CLEP-GE:E). ETS and CEBS contend such
students should be given credit for and/or exempted from
college freshman composition. Students should not, they
argue, waste their money and time taking courses 1f they
oan demonstrate prior mastery of their content. They
8should be able to accelerate their studies or enrich them
by taking other courses ..
Just as ETS and eBBS presume their test has merit,
many college English teachers believe their composition
courses have value. They believe that it is in their class-
rooms that freshmen aoquire or enhance their ability to
write expositOry prose, the prose most often written for
college courses and used by college graduates. Contrary to
ETS and CEEB, they think the CLEP-GE in Enqllsh composition
does not accurately measure student writing ability and,
consequently, does not proficiently exempt students from
the course work. They believe the test to be invalid.
Other teachers who acce.pt the test as being valid
believe that the national cutting score for exemption has
been arbitrarJ.ly set too low by the An',erican Council of
Education in concert with ETS and CEEB.. They also claim
exempted students enter college courses unable to do the
written work demanded of them.. As a result, their aca-
demic performance, as indicated by their grade point aver-
ages (GPA's), suffers. Still other teachers reject the
CLEP-GE:E, claiming that no freshman should be exempted
because the writing ability of all students can be improved
and their knowledge of standard written English increased.
By helping the student improve his or her a.bility to do
written work, they argue, they are helping him or her suc-
ceed academically.
Purpos!.
Can oOll.ege composition ~eachers support their claim
that students who take freshman composition perform better
academically than those who do not take it? Furthermore,
is the CLEP-GE:E invalid and are cutting scores based on
its norms suspect?
Can ETS and CEEB g1"Ie evidence that shows students Who
equal the national cuttinq scores and do not take freshman
composition perform academically as well as those who do
take it? Can ETS and CEEB furnish data that prove it.s
objective test measures writing ability and accurately pre-
dicts future student performance?
ETS and CEES and coll.ege composition teachers cannot
speak with complete confidence on the uses to Which the
CLEP-GE:E might be put because published research on its
validity and norms is, when not lacking, likely to be con-
flicting_ The number of research studies on it is small,
and few researchers are as convinced as ETS and CEES that
it is sound. Well-ordered information on the test that is
comprehensive in scope is needed by any potential user_
The first purpose of this study is to help meet the
need for more researoh on the CLEP-GE:E. The seoon.d is to
provide any potential user with an assessment of the
validity and norms of the CLEP-GE:E by reviewing the our-
rent research and by comparing the validity and norms of
the American College Testing Program' 8 English usage test.
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to it.. The third, a concomitance of t.he second, is to pro-
vide more information on the role of freshman composition
or exemption from it. The fourth is t.o investigtl.te the us>e
of the CLEP-GE:E at Mankato State University (MSU). 1\..n
appraisal of the policy at MaU of granting exemption from and
awarding credit in freshman composition courses based on the
student's performance on the CLEP-GE:E Should be of concern
to MSU faculty and administrators, and it may be of int.erest
to faculties and administrators at other institutions.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON THE ACT:E AND CLEP""GE: E
The first and. second purposes of this study, as st.ated
;previously, are to invastiga.t.e and reviet-r the research on
the validit.y and norms of the CLEP-GE in English Composition.
One means of determining the validity of a test is tosbow
the relationship of that test to various oriteria.
Grades are one such criterion. GPA has its short....
comin.gs and 1imitations, but its availability is the most
compelling reason it is the criterion most frequently used
in correlation studies such as those reviewed below. Its
lack: of stability and other deficiencies and their effects
on correlati.ons are at several points in this and subsa-
quent chapters.
As shown later, the sex bias in CPA plays an influ....
ential role 1.n the male to female ratios of student sattlples.
Correlation studies assume normal distribution but
GPA' a are sel-dom normally distribut.ed. The percentage in
each deviati on for the normal curve for the grades A, a,
C, D, and F should be 2 •. 5, 13.5, 68, 13.5, and 2 .. 5 respec-
- - -
tively, but .in practice it is often 7, 24, 38, 24, 7. Also,
the curve is usually skewed negatively.
The reliability of grades and the reliability of
standardized test scores at'e usually much alike. The corre-
lations between grades and test scores given in the research
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below range from extremely low to high but this range in
oorrelations 1.s probably no greater than those between in....
structors teaching the same course and those between courses.
The vali.dity of GPA will always be suspect because
college curricula, grading standards, and oourse Objectives
vary widely. One freshman's GPA can be made up of courses
taught and qraded quite differently from another's. The
single grade a student earns in a course such as freshman
composition can reflect not only the teaoher's evaluation of
the student' 8 writing ability but also judgment of the
student's attitude. One teacher may use grades to punish
or reward students whereas another may use them in a sincere
effort to Characterize the student's performance in compari-
son to peer ~rformance. For some teachers grades are
criterion-based; for others they are normative-based.
Al though GPA' s are biased and not usually distributed
normally, and even thouqh their reliability and validity
are in doubt, individual differences between one student
and another, one teaoher and another, one ourriculum and
another are presumed to be reconciled in correlat.ion studies
if the student samples are adequate in size and representa-
t.ive of the population.
Another criterion that can help determine the validity
of one test l.a its relationship to another. Usually t.he
criterion test is well k.nown and inspires confidence. The
ability of the American College Testing Program (ACT)
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English usage t:.est. (ACT:E) t.o measure st.udent. composition
ability and predict. academic performance is the crit.erion
used in t.his study t.o det.ermine the efficacy of t.he CLEP-GE
in English composi t..ion t.o d.o the same. Analyses of the
relationship.s of the scores on the two tests with one
another and wi. t:.h GPA'sshould 9ive an indication of the
ability of eaoh test to predict and measure. Its similar-
ity to or difference from the relationship of the ACT:E
with GPA's w1.11 be a measure of the validity of t.he CLEP-
GE:E.
Although considered by some t.o be of high qualit.y and
by others to be generally satisfact.ory, the ACT English
usage test is 110t. without. its deficiencies and limitat.ions
as the review that follows shows. The ideal criterian test
would be sou.nd beyond reproach, but, inasmuch as it is not,
pronouncement8 regarding the validity of the t.est in ques-
tion must be qualified. When the ACT:E is the criterion,
acceptance of i:he CLEP-GE:E is subject to an acknowledgment
of and reckoni.ng wit11 the inadequacies and weaknesses of
the ACT:E.
The AC~'s English Usage Test
The American College Testing Program's "best known and
most widely used service" is the ACT Assessment Proqram, a
14
college admissions examination" 1 Only one other admissions
test1n9 program, the College Board Soholast.ic Aptitude Test
(SAT), 1s used as widely.. "Nearly 2, 700 inst1t.utions and
agencies in i:.he United States and several foreign count.ries
now partic!pai:.e in the program,, 1t 2 Colleges and universities
of a wide variety--larqe and small, private and publi.c,
vocational and liberal, two and four-year--use the ACT. In
the testing year 1977-1978, ttApproxim.a.t.ely 1 million stu-
dent.s used the ACT Assessment Program • • • • Among the
many pUrPOses of the ACT Assessment are to estimate the stu-
dent •B academic ability, to predict college grades, and to
place students in special proqram.s and. appropriate sections
4
of introducto~ college courses.
The three sections of the ACT Assessment include an
Interest Inventory, Student Pro,file Sect.ion, and four aca-
damic tests. The Interest Inventory can be used to help a
student identi fy his preference for a college major and
future occupation. The Student Profile Section provides
information about t.he student's high school career, personal
I '1'he American College Testing Program, Using the ACT
Assessment on Campus, 1979-1979 ed. (Iowa City, Iowa: ACT,
1978), InsIde· front cover"
2ACT, Us ing the ~CT Assessment, insid.e front cover.
3AC'!' .. Using the ACT Assessment, p. :2.
4ACT, Q',,. :ins. the ACT Assessment, inside front cover.
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interests and activities , and bioqraphical data.. The four
academic tests cover these subjacts: English usaqe,
mathematics usage, social. studies reading, and natural
sciences reading. All four tests are of the multiple-
choice type.
The following description of the ACT :2n9'lis1\ usage test
appears in Content of the TestS of the ACT Assessment:
Descri~t.iOn of the test... The English usa.qeTest
Is a , -Item, 46-mInute test that measures the
student's understanding of the conventions of
standard written English and the use of the basic
elements of effective expository writinq: punctua-
tion, gra.rmnar, sentence structure, diction, style,
logic, and organization. The test does not measure
the rote recall of rules of grammar, but stresses
the analysis of the kind of effective expression
which wi11 be encountered in many postsecondary
curricu1a.. The test consists of several prose
passages with certain port.ions underlined and
nunlbered.. For each underlined portion, four alterna-
tive responses are given.. The student must decide
which alternative is most appropriate in the context
of the pass8qe ..
Cont.ent. of the test. Five element.s of effective
exposItory· writIng are included in the English
Usage Test. These element.s and t.he approximat.e
proportion of the test devoted to each are given
below.
Element of Standard
WrItten EnglISh .
Proportion Number of
of Test Items
a. Punotuation
b. Grammar
c. Sentence S truct.ure
d , Diot1.on and St.yle
e. Logic and Organization
Tota1
.17
.18
.25
.23
.11
1.00
13
13
19
11
13
75
a.. Punotuation.. The items in this category test
such .. punctuation and graphic conventions as use
and placement of commas, colons, semicolons,
16
dashes, hyphens, parentheses, apostrophes,
and quotation, question, and exclamation marks.
b. Grammar. The i tenus in this category test
agreement between subject and verb and bet.ween
pronouns and t.heir antecedents, adjectives and
adverbs, and conjunotions.
c. Sentence St.ructure. The items in thisca:tegory
test relatIonships between/among clauses, place-
ment of modifiers, parallelisms, and shifts in
construct.ion.
d. Diction and Style. The it.ems in this cauqory
test precIsIon in word choice, appropriateness
in figurative lanquaqe, and economy in writinq.
e. Logic and Organization. The itemB in this
category t.est the logIcal organization of ideas
paragraphing, transitions, unity and. coherence.!
Scores on the four tests are reported as standard
scores. The standard score is converted from the raw score
which is the number of correct anawez-s , The standard
Bcores range from 1 (low) to 36 (high) but not for all four
tests; the high for the English usage test is 33. The four
scores on the tests are combined and averaged to determine
a Composite score. The range of the Composite score is
from 1 to 35. ACT converts the standard scores into per-
centile rankings to make them meaningful to a broad audi-
enos. Scale scores and percentile ranks for the ACT:E are
given later in Table 1.
The standard error of measurement for each area test
is 2 and for the Composite it is 1. If a student's scale
5The American College Testing Program, Content of the
Tests (Iowa City, Iowa: ACT, September 1978), p. 2.
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score in English is the mean of 17, his score is actually
between 15 and 19. The chanoes are approximately 69 out of
100 that his "true" score lies bet.ween these two figures.
If the studentaoores 17 on the English test, he will be in
the 44th percent.ile. Out of 100 students 56 will have out...
performed him, but he will have outperformed 43. However,
the student' a "true" percentile ranking lies somewhere be-
tween the 32nd and 59th percentiles. On any given day this
student could be in the bottom t.hird or the top half of all
students ta.king the test.
Whether or not the ACT Assessment is a test of "aca-
dsmic achievement, aptitude, or developed ability" has been
discussed by some of ita investig-ators. 6 Both Lindquist
and Warrington in their articles in The Coming crisis in the
Selection of Students . for. College Admissions, 1960, discuss
the topic and conclude the disti.nctions are nebulous.' But,
as ACT says, since the fundamental pu.rpose of the assess-
ment is to predict success in college, the tests should
measure the scholastic skills and abilities the student will
need in college. Consequently, the ACT tests are "oriented
6Content of the Tests, p. 1.
7Everet Franklin LindqUist, "Achievement Testing for
College Admissions, II and W. G. 'Vlarrington, "Achievement
Testing- for College Admissions," The Coming Crisis in.th!
Selection of Students for Colles Admissions, ed. Kenneth
Eugene An erson Was ngton, D.C.: Amer can Educational
Research Association, 1(60), pp, 19-22, 14-18.
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TABLE 1
AC'l':E STANDARD SCORES AND PERCENTILE RANKS POR
COLLEGE-BOU!-tD HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS·
Standard
Score
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
Mean 17.3
Percentile
99.9
99.8
99.7
99.4
99.0
98
97
96
94
91
B7
81
73
66
59
51
44
standlu:d
Score
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
"3
'2
1
percent!le
38
32
28
23
19
15
11
B
5
3
2
1
standard Deviat:ion 5.4
Source: ACT" Using the AC'I'Assessment , 1978-1979 ad. (Iowa
City, "Iowa: ACT, 1978), p. 4•
• Based on 2,605,391 college-bound students 't'l1ho took the
ACT Assessment: (1974-l977).
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toward .. .. .. instruot.ional programs rat.her than ......
aspects of intelligence .. ,,6 'rhus," the tests might best. be
regarded simp1y as measures of academic development. which
rely part.ly on the students' reasoning abilit1es and partly
on their kn.o'i'.1J.edge of the subject matter fields but which
emphasize their abllities to use both.....9
The greatest task confronting anyone trying to decide
whether or not to use a standardized test is determining if
that test 1s both reliable and valid. None of the invest1-
gations of the ACT:E read for this stUdy questioned its
reliability. ~.nd qiven the wide use of the ACT Assessment
Program, fe'rJl studies in the last fifteen to twenty years
have focused on t.he validi.t.y of the ACTtE. Correlations
of ACT:E soares with GPA's have seldom been reported.
Correlation Studies of the l"lCT:E
and Fresr.man English GPA's
Seven !nat!tutlons and the producers of the l",CT Assess-
ment have stud.ied the relationship between ACT:E scores and
college Engl ish grades. Gell and Bleil correlated the scores
and grades of ].,379 freshmen who entered Montgomery Colleqe
8CO!l~~.!ltof the Telll!s, p , 1.
9Content of t.he Tests, p. 1.
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fall term 1969. 10 The mean ACT:E score for the males was
more than 1 po:1nt lower than for the females, 16. 9S and
19.34 respectively. Their soores were both lower than the
national mean of 19 .. 10. The mean English 101 grade for the
males was almost one-half letter grade lower than for the
females, 1.91 and 2.30 respeotively .. ll Gell and Bleil gave
2.07 as the national mean English 101 grade .. 12 The correla-
tion coefficient of ACT:E scores and English 101 grades as
determined by Gell and Bleil Was a low but signifioant .30
(£<"05),, This: correlation is, however, lower than the .. 47
that they gave as the national correlation,,13
The correl.ation of ACT:!: scores with English grades
for the year for 1,547 university of 1'Jlinnesota freshIr.en in
1964 was .372 (2.<.05). Their mean ACT:E was 22.1 (S.D.
143,,23) and co11.ege English GPA was 2.02. This correlation
10Robert L. Gell and David F .. Bleil, Grades--Scores--
predictions:.. .:A Study of . the EfficienQ;I of High School
Grades. and Amer!can College Test .Scores in predicting Aca-
~6:~~o~:~;et~ii:~e~tJ~ri:ti~iif: ~~lieY:Ri~o~~v~~~e1S~r~Yland:
IlGell and Bleil, p" 7.
12 Ge l l and Bleil, p , 12 ..
l3Ge l l and Bleil, p .. 23"
l40arwin D. Hendel, Some ISe;ues and Alternatives in the
Placement of Universito! Minnesota Students. in Freshman
Engl s , Adm SS ona an Records Report,. Vol. I, No.. 1 in .. p , :
university of Minnesota, December 1, 1972), Table 5, n.p.
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might have been higher, as Hendel states, had the scores
and grades of the top :3 peroent and bott.om 5 percent of the
students not been excluded from the correlation. 15
Similar correlations were found by PasSOns in his in-
vestigation and by Zimmerman and. Miohael in theirs. Passons
determined the correlations of ~~CT:E scores with qrades in
two freshman En91ish courses. The correlation of ACT:E
scores with English 1A grades for 463 freshmen at Fresno
Stat.e College in 1963 was .41 (.12.<.05). The oorrelation of
ACT:E witil EngliSh 18 (N = 19B) was .2B (~<.05) .16 In their
investigation I Zimmerman and t<4:ichael also had two samples,
one for 1962 and one for 1963.. The oorrelation was .. 33
(E..<.05) for ACT:E scores with English grades of the 165
students who took one or more English courses in 1962.. The
correlation was .. 35 (E..<.05) for the 430 students in the 1963
sample. 17
Unlike the four studies above, in his study of 124
students at Southern t~est Virginia Community College, Nolan
lSaendel., p , 6 ..
16william R. Passons I f1prediotive Validities of the
ACT, SAT, and High School Grades for First Semester GPA
and Freshman Courses," Educational a.nd Psychological Measure-
ment, XXVII (Winter 1967), 1143-1144.
l7tiayne S.. Zimmerman and William B. Michael, "A Com-
parison of the Criterion-Related Validities of Three College
Entrance Examinations with Different Content Emphases,"
Educational and Psychological Measurement, XXVII (Summer
19(7), 410 ..
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found such a low correlation 'tha.t he ooncluded no signifi-
oant relationship existed between ACT:E Scores and English
grades. The correlation coefficient was .. 0996 (2,<.05).18
In herst.udy prepared for The American Colleqe Testing
Program, Cole acquired data from approximately 250 colleges ..
The oorrelation of ACT:E with college English grad.es she
discovered, 0.47 (E,<.05), was higher than any of the oorre-
lations reported in the institutional studies. 19 In their
study for ACT, Hoyt and Munday provided two correlations,
one for junior college students and one for four--year
college students. The correlations, both signifioant at
the .. 05 level, were .. 51 for the college English grades and
mean ACT:E score of 17.6 for students at 82 junior colleqes
and .54 for grades and mean ACT:E score of 19.8 for stu-
dents at 197 four-year c011eges. 20
The correlations found by Lins, Abel, and Hutchins were
neither as high nor as low as those found by other re-
searchers. They used two samples. In the first, the ACT:E
IBEdwin J .. Nolan, The Relationship be~ween ACT Sub...
Test.Scores and Grades Earned:. A Correlatl.onal Study
(Logan, West Vlrginia:--Boufhern West Virginia Community
College, n.d.), pp. 4, 2 (ERIC ED 131 902) ..
19Nancy S .. Cole, Differentialvalidi~yinthe ACT
Tests, ACT Research Report No. 30 (Iowa CIty, Iowa: ACT,
August 1969), pp .. 3,4.
20Donald P .. Hoyt and Leo Munday, Academic Description
and .Pr~diction in.Jnnior colleges, ACT Research Report No.
rO-TIowa~ City, IO:wa: ACT, February 1966), p , 9.
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soares of 1,601 males who entered the University of Wisoonsin
at Madison in the fall of 1962 were correlated with their
grades in freshman English oourses other than Advanced
Placement courses .. The correlation was .48 (2.,<.05). The
correlation for their 1,446 female counterparts was .44
(£<.05).21
An early study of the ACT:E of special interest was
reported by Peters and Flog in the Educational Research
Bulletin in 1961. 22 One of the purposes of the study was to
d.etermine if the ACT:E could be used to place freshmen in
remedi.al, regular, and honors courses at the Ohio State
University (08U). At the time faculty designed. objective
and essay tests were being used. No statistical comparisons
of the ACT:E and. OSO essay tests were conducted but it was
found that if ACT:E alone had been used instead of t.he two
OSU tests, more than twice as many students would have been
placed in remedial courses and nearly two-thirds more in
honors courses. 23 Statistical comparisons of the ACT:E
and OSO object.ive t.ests with English course grades revealed
2lL• Joseph Lins, Alan P. Abel, and H. Clifton Hutchins,
"Relat.ive Usefulness in Predioting Academic Success of the
ACT, t.he SAT, and Some Other Variables, I'l Journal of Experi-
1i!entalFBucation, xxxv (Winter 19(6), 1, 25.
22Fral1k R. Peters and Eugenia L. Plog, UEffectiveness
of the ACT for Selection and Placement at the Ohio State
University," Educational Research Bulletin, XL (December 13,
19(1), 232-241, ~!2.
2lpeters and Plog, p. 238.
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t:.hat, although similar in format and type of test. it.em, of
.19ht correlations (given below) the OSU test was higher in
seven. All correlations were significant at the .. 05 level.
'fne data were based on figures given in Table V on page 239.
Based on their findings,
English Courses
Remedial
Regula.r
Honors
N
509
2036
144
2960
ACT:E r
.27
.. 36
.42
.49
OSU Test r
.....
.31
.43
.. 34
.56
Peters and Plog judged the oau tests superior to the ACT:E
and argued that a local test is more accurate because it is
desiyned to meet parti.cular needs and oonditloos. 24
In generaJ., the correlatIons between ACT:B and English
course grades were low to moderate for researchers affill-
atad ",lith institutions whereas the correlations for re-
searchers affiliated with ACT were moderate and typical.
Despite the differences none of the correlations can be
judged to be more accurat.e or useful than another ..
That the correlations found by the institutional re-
searchers were lower than those found by ACT1s researchers
is not unexpeoted. The best estimate of relationships is
usually provided when the sample includes a variety of stu-
dents from a variety of colleges.. This was demonstrated by
Richards, Holland, and Lutz. when they correlated ACT:E
24peters and Plog, p. 252 ..
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seores and GPA's for male sophomores at:. 22 colleqes. The
eorrelations ranged from - .1.1 to .46 and the median was
~23. 25 Smal1.er and more hO!ROqeneous samples oan limit the
:t'atlges of student talent and performance. Sex and curricu-
lum biases can enter a samp].e taken from a single instit.u-
t.ion as was demonstrated by Lenning. The correlation
between ACT:E scores and overall GPA t s of cadets at. t.he
United States Air Force Academy was a very low 0.24. 26 The
sample was b:1ased in that only high ability (talent) males
(sex) attend:i.ng an institut:.J.on emphasiZing the natural
sciences (curriculum) were surveyed.
The grade a student earns in a co1.lege freshman first
t.erm composition course usu.ally implies a relat.ionship be-
tween composition ability and aohievement in the course. The
g-rade in part :is a measure of ability. The ACT:E is an in-
direct measure of a student's oomposit:ion ability. The
ability itsel.! is not measured; knowledge of some of the
aspects associated with composition ab:ility are inventoried.
Composition course grades and ACT:E scores a.re partial and
oblique mea.surements of writi.nq ability. If each were
tota.lly reliable a.nd valid,. they would oorrelate perfectly
a,
25J ame s
W. Lutz I .::.T:.:hi3e;.......;;..:::.:::::.=:;:.=~.::.:....~r-::r:;:.;:;.;::.;::;.:;.;~.;:.::;.;:...;~~~;:.::;:;:.:~=-~~~;.;;;;..;:~
ACT Research Report
19(6), pp " 1 5 .. 23 •
260scar T. Lenning I Predictive Va1.idity of the ACT
Tests at Selective colle as I ACT Research Report No. 69
Iowa C ty, Iowa: ACT, August 1975), p. 7.
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and this corre1.a.tion would result in perfect pred.iotion.
The reli.ability andvalid.ity of oompositioncourse
grades and ACT:E scores are restricted. The object.1ves and
grading practices of instructors can vary from one to
another. The coursegra.de could be based on improvement
in the quality of the student's work, not its qualit.y per se.
Attendance, class participation, objective tests on reading
a.ssignments, and other criteria can be amon9 the determin-
ants of a freshman composition course grade. By emptuuJizing
suoh factors as correctness and usage and. by deemphasizing
factors such as logic and style, the ACT:E may be testing
the student's knowledge of aspect.s of composition that have
little effect on teacher evaluations of the quality of com-
positions. Placement and exemption based on the correla-
tio,ns between two unstable measurements can never be totally
eonfidence insplringJ they can be disadvantageous to the
student and the college.
Low to moderate correlations such as those described
above of ACT:E scores with college Engllsh grades can be
s.tatlstically significant and can be judged to be fair to
good predictors. Such appraisals may be meaningful to a
psychometrician but of no practical worth to administrators
and teachers. Ta.klngO' 41 to be the median of the correla-
tions of ACT:E scores wlth freshman English grades and
applying the "index of forecastlng efficiency," the result
is .09. Prediction of how well a student would do in a
27
freshman composition course would be 9 percent bet.ter than
by chance--thls is the oontribution of the oorrelat.ion.
Applying the "coefficient of determination" to the same
Qorrelation results in .17. W'hatever the ACT:E measures
acoounts for 17 percent of the variables that determine the
student's composition course grade. Eighty-three percent
of the variation is determined by factors such as test
inva.lidity, chance, and studerlt motivation that. are not
accounted for by the ACT:E.
Should a decision reqarding placement or exemption be
influenced by a moderate oorrelation like .. 41 or must it be
greater? Must a high correlation like .70 having an index
of forecasting efficiency of 29 percent and coefficient of
determination of 49 percent be reached before it. ahould
contribute to a decision affecting a stUdent and his or her
college? Decision makers at each individual institution must
establish their own standards using any means they deem
appropriate and useful. A tool like correlation can be
helpful for decision makers conversant with statistical
analyses when they are establishing standards.
Correlation St.udies of the ACT:E and
First Term and Yearly GPA's
In addition to correlating ACT:E scores with EngliSh
101 grades, Gell and Bleil also correlated them with fresh-
man fall term GPA's.. Once again, the correlation coeffi-
cient they determined was lower than the national figure,
28
.34 Clomparedto .. 48. 27 The correlation for the 882 fresh-
men in Passons' study was a oomparable .33 (12.<.05).28
:807:9atta and Bohrnstedt oorrelated the ACT:B scores with
first semester gra.des of 509 University of wisconsi.n fresh-
men. The correlation they determined, .39 (2,<.05), is
nearer Gell and Bleilts and Passons t figures than ACT's
figure of .48 .. 29 Using a much larger sample, Aleamoni
and Oboler found a correlation very near Borg-atta and
Sohrnstedt's. Aleamoni and Oboler surveyed 4,100 freshmen
who entered the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cbampaiqn,
R. highly selective midwestern university,A and found a
correlation of .. 375 (~<.05) between the students' ACT:E
.cores and first semester GPA's.30 The correlation found
by Boyce and Paxon exceeded the correlation found by any
institution or ACT. The ACT:E scores and first quarter
grades of 100 freshmen who entered Troy State College in
Alabama from 1959 to 1964 correlated .. 64 (2.<.05) .. These
students, of whom tlmo r e than half .. • .. become teachers, tI
27Ge 11 and Bleil, p. 23 ..
2Bpassons, p. 1144.
29Edgar F. Borgatta and George W. Bohrnstedt, "The Ose
of the Ouick Number Test in the Prediction of Academic
Performance, fJ Educational and Psychological. Measurement,
XXIX (Winter 1969r;--921-922.
30Lawrenoe M. Aleamoni and Linda A. Oboler, ACT Versus
Slvr in l)redictirlg First semester GPA, Paper Presented at
the 61st AnnualMeetlng of the Amer!can Educational Research
Association in New York, April 4-8, 1977, • 2-3, 9 (ERIC
ED 139 815).
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at.t.ended a college that demanded a normal distribution of
tgrades. 31
Maxey and Ferguson studied the freshmen who attended
29 colleges. The colleges were di.vided into four types de-
pending on the degree they granted: associate, bachelor·s,
master·s, or doctorate. There were at least six colleges
of each type. 32 The correlation between the ACT:E scores
(mean 19.1) and first term grades (mean 2.6) of the 20,723
st.udents was .59. 33 The correlation these American College
Testing Program researchers discovered was higher than the
.48 determined by their colleague Cole.
The data compiled by Maxey and Ferguson is comprehen-
sive and informative. The ACT:E mean score range for the
28 colleges was from 15.0 to 23.9 and the mean range of the
34gtades was 2.2 to 2.9. The correlations ranged from .41
at two colleges to .74 at one co11e96.35 The students at
31Richard W. Boyce and P. C. Paxon, "The Predictive
Validity of Eleven Tests at One State Col1ege,U Educational
and Psychological !o1easurement, XXV (Winter 1965), 1144-1145.
32E• James Maxey and Richa.rd L. Ferguson, "Differential
Validity of the ACT Assessment for Predicting College Aver-
ages of High School Students Tested as Juniors and Seniors,"
Journal.of C()llege Student Personnel, XVII (May 1976), 221.
33Figures are extrapolations from data given on pages
223-225 of Maxey and Ferguson.
34Maxey and Ferguson, pp. 223-225.
35Maxey and Ferguson, pp. 223-225.
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college having the .74 corre1at.ion had an ACT:E mean
_oore of 20.1 and 2.7 GPA. 36 At one of the t.wo colleges
llaving the .41 correlation the st.udents' ACTIE mean was
16.9 and their GPA was 2.9. At the other college the
ACT:E mean was 17.4 and GPA was 2.5. 37
The 80 freshmen who attended Indiana University during
the academic year 1963-1964 and were part of a study by
Sassenrath and Pugh had a mean ACT:E score of 22.9. Their
mean grades were 2.70 for the first semester and 2.65 for
the second semester. The correlation of their first
semester grades with ACT:E scores was .59, second semester
grades and ACT:E correlation was .52. 38 Both correlations
were significant at the .. 05 level. Lins, Abel, and Hutchins
also correlated ACT:E scores with first and second semester
grades. The correlation for 1,973 men first semester was
.. 414 and for 1,728 women it was .466. Second semester e~e
correlation for 1,696 men was .343 and .409 for 1,637
women. 39 For her doctoral dissertation Zarate stUdied the
relationship between ACT:E scores and fall and winter quarter
36Maxey and Ferguson, pp. 223-225 ..
37Maxey and Ferguson, p. 223.
38Julius M. Sassanrath and Richard Pugh, "Relationships
among CEEB Scholastic Test and American College Test Scores
and Grade Point Average," Journal.of Educational Measu~e­
m.ent, II (December 1965), 200-201.
39Li ns, Abel, and Hutchins, p. 5.
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Q.PA· s , There were 144 freshmen in t.he sample for fall
qua.rt.er and the correlat.ion of t.heir qrades with ACT:E
soores was .. 617.. The winter quarter sample was composed
of 131 freshDlen and the correlation for t.heir group was
.$57 .. 40
Most of the instit.ut.ional researchers found low corre-
lations of ACT :E scores with first term grades, but some
found moderate correlations .. The two ACT studies gave
moderate corre1ations.. The correlations were comparable to
the ones investigators gave of ACT:E scores with freshman
Bnglish grades, but they were typically lower than the
oorrelations given between ACT:E scores and. first term GPA's.
If a test is designed to measure one particular ability and
to predict performanoe in a course that emphasizes that
81:111ity, one mi.ght expect moderate or high correlations ..
But because the ACT:E is a better predictor of GPA's based
on diverse ab1.1.itiee than of GPA' s baaed on the ability that
is its own provin.ce, doubts regarding the validity of the
test might be raised ..
Assuming greater uniformity in grading and similarity
in the content of freshman composition courses than in
freshman general education courses, better prediction of
composition course arades than first term GPA's might be
40Narciaa Zarat.e, IIpredictive Factors of A.cademic
Success for Freshmen of a Multicultural University, tl Diss ..
New Mexico State University 1976, pp , 35, 80.
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expeoted of the ACT:E. Bowever, oomposition grading may be
unreliable, and oomposition course grades may be based on
highly dissim:l1aroourse requirements. Furthermore, if
performance in general educationoourses is highly dependent
on composition ability, and if that ability is a brOad
,eneral abil:lty that resists measurement, higher correla-
tions between first term grades than composition course
grades could be anticipated. The hi9her correlations re-
searohers report for ACT:E soares and first term grades
than for any of the other ACT tests and GPA'soan be indioa-
tive of a de~ndenoe of GPA on composition ability and the
presenoe of a composition ecuese ,
The corre1ation for freshman year GPA and ACT:E soores
41
was .59 as reported by Sassenrath and Pugh. The oorrela-
tions reported by Lins, Abel, and Hutohins were .401 for
1,696 males and .469 for 1,637 females. 42 Two ACT re-
searchers, Lutz and Richards, surveyed nearly 9,000 stu-
dents at 14 junior and 21 senior colleges. 43 Both students
and institutions were diverse. For the total sample the
correlation of ACT:E scores with freshman grades was .41
41sassenrath and Pugh, p. 201 ..
42Li ns , JUbel, and Hutchins, p. 5.
43Sandra W. Lutz and James M. Richards, Jr. I Predicting
Student Accom •lishment in Collee from the ACT Assessment,
ACT Resea.rch Report No. ai Iowa C tv, Iowa: AT, August
19 67), pp • 6 - 7, 10 •
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for the males and .45 for females. 44 The oorrelatd.on for
l'nales at the junior colleges was .38 and .49 for females. 45
At the senior colleges the oorrelation for males and fem.ales
.~ . th· n. A 2· ·.• 46Wf,;LS . e same,u "It
In a study made prior to his and Lutz' s study, however,
R10hards and two other ACT researehers disoovered very low
and low corre1ations of freshman grades wi th ACT~E soores.
Five hundred three males and 592 females at 6 oolleges were
surveyed. The~r median correlations were, respectively,
.22 and .. 30. 47
In the same study Richards, Rolland, and Lutz oorrelated
sophomore grades with ACT:E scores. One thousand three
hundred seventy-three males and 1,400 females at 20 colleges
were surveyed.. The median correlat.ions were for the males
a very low .. 28 and for the females a low .37. 48 The corre-
lation of ACT:: E seexes with sophomore grades of 122 students
at Chesapeake College was .47 as reported by Black. 49
44Lut z and Richards, p , 16.
45Lut z and Richards, p. 35.
46Lut z and Richards I p , 36.
47 1,\i cha r d S ,. Holland, and Lutz, p .. 12.
48RichardS, Holland, and Lutz, p , 13.
49!iubert P. Black, The Efficlengyofthe American 501-
1e: e Testin Program and BIh School Grades for Predict1n
Achevement of Chesapea. e College Students n.p.:
Chesapeake Co11ege, January 1969), p. 16 (ERIC ED 029 626).
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Most stud1.es of the ACT:E scores and sophomore GPA' s
are studies of the final grades of junior college students.
In their stUdy limited to 39 John Wood Community College
students who bad graduated and intended to transfer to a
senior college, Hayes and Bradshaw identified a oorrela....
tion of .405 between the st.udents· mean ACT:E score of
1tL512 and GPA of 2.865. 50 Baird, another ACT researoher,
had a much larqer sample of 1,628 men and 1,079 tfOmen from
27 representative comnlunity colleges. The correlations
for both men and women, .32 and .38 respectively, were low
but signifioant. 51 Wilson and Blum reported a correlation
of .39 between ACT:E scores and overall GPA of Ohlone College
students. 52
Hoyt and Munday correlated the ACT:E scores and overall
GPA' 8 of both junior college and four-year college students.
The correlat.ion was .51 at the junior colleqes and .55 at
the four-year colleges. 53 Lenninq, a colleague of Hoyt's
500aniel T. Hayes and Steve Bradshaw, Studies of
Occu12ati;on~J~and .Tral}s~er Student Success at. John Wood Com-
munity College [QuIncy, Illinois: John Wood Community
College, DecEirilber 1977), pp. 1-2 (ERIC ED 152 369).
51Leonard L. Baird, uPrediction of Academic and Non-
academic Achievement of Two-Year Colleges from the ACT
Assessment, II Educational and PS ehola·. ieal Measurement,
XXIX (Summer 1969, 2, 4. 6.
52pe t e Wi1son and William Blum, The Nature, Predictive
Value! and U_9:_e of the American College Test at Ohlone
College In. p .. : ohIone Co!lege, 19G8), p , 7 (ERIC ED 028 766).
53Hoy t and r.1unday, p. 9.
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and Munday's at ACT, correlat.ed the ACT:E scores and fin·al
GPA "s of 619 United States Air Force Academy students. The
correlation was a very low .24. 54
The few studies that isolated the ACT:E and. correlated
it with freshman, sophomore, and overall GPA's showed
similar r values from one year to the next. This similarity
mi.qht suggest that the importance of English ability stays
essentially the same throughout the student's college
career. The correlations of ACT:E scores with freshman year
GPA's reported by ACT were lOWer than those they reported
for ACT:E scores and first term grades and were consistent
with ACT ns goal of predicting first term grade.s. Most
institutional researchers reported either low or moderate
correlations as did ACT but ACT alone reported very low
correlations. When judged by the correlations qiven above,
it can be said ACT:E scores are fair to qood predictors of
grades.
Content Validity of the ACT:E
In remarks that might be d.isconcerting to the composi-
tion teacher, Wallace claims that ACT's request for re-
searchers to review the content validity of the test is
"patently inappropriate." Wallace arques that predictive
54Lenning, p. 7.
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ability alone is "ample evidence" of content validity .. 55
Apparently investigators of the ACT:!: ooncur with Wallace
because in none of the investigations read for the present
study was content validity a topic of COncern.
However, Wallace and the other researchers are ignor-
ing a use made of the ACT:E other than grade prediction.
Students are exempted from college freshman composition
courses and are placed in advanced and remedial courses
based on their ACT:E Bcores. The implied preeumption be-
tween such exemption and placement is the belief that the
content of the teet corresponds to the content of a particu-
lar course. The student's ACT:E score purportedly reveals
Whether he or she has alre.ady mastered the content of the
course or is not prepared to enter it. The percentage of
items devoted to punctuation or logic and organization or
a..ny of the other areas tested by the ACT:E might not reflect
the amount of study devoted to them in a given college com-
position course.. preliminary to acceptance or rejection of
any standardized test, which is a curriculum decision
bearing on general education requirements, the teaoher must
ask if the test measures the objectives of tl1.e course.
55Wimburn L. Wallaoe, rev. of the ttAC'1' Test Battery
of The Amerioan College Testing ProgramU in The seventh
Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Krisen Buros
laIghland park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1972), I,
p. 614.
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Bias and ACT:E Scores
The need to identify the number of males and females
in the samples in studies of the ACT:E has been implied in
the research cited above. Males and females score differ-
ently on the test and samples having a percentage of either
gender disproportionate to their populations are biased
samples. Males typlcally score lower on the ACT:E and have
lower GPA's , Not only do women score higher on the ACT: E
and have higher GPA's, correlations between the two are
higher for them.
The need to identify the student's major field of study
does not exist for the researcher whose sample of a college
popUlation is large and randomly drawn. But if it is not,
it could be biased for or against stUdents different in
knOWledge and ability.. Hoyt provldes examples of these
differences. He found that liberal arts freshmen are much
llke other members of their classes in ACT scores and
college GilA's. Education stUdents had lower scores but
higher GPA's. Business students had lower scores and GPA's.
Engineerinq students had higher ACT scores but lower GPA's.56
Astin's findings disaqreed in some regards with Hoyt'S
but agreed in most. He found that students majoring in the
humanities are more able and earned higher freshman GPA's
5600nald Pe Hoyt, Forecast.ing ~cademic Success in
Seeoific Colleges, ACT Research Report. No" 27 (Iowa C!ty,
Iowa: ACT, August 1968), pp. 21-23.
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than other freshmen. Acoording to him, business, pbysical
education, and education students are lower in average
ability and tend to earn lower freshman GPA's. Men who
have chosen a major and. men who have not are equal in
ability, but the undecided men earn higher GPA's as fresh-
men probably because they have more interests and are more
concerned about their performance in general education
classes than are commited students. lfomen majori.ng in
mathematics have higher GPA's and higher averaqe ability.
Women majoring in biology and the other physical sciences
are higher in ability but earn grades like those of other
women. 57
Because students from the Midwest, Rocky Mountains,
Plains, and the South take the ACT:E more frequently than
do students from the Northeast and Middle Atlantic states,
their performance results in a geographic bias. 5 8 Men and
women living in the different regions score differently on
the ACT:E. 59 Students bound for state supported colleges
51Alexander W. Astin, Predioting Academic Performance
in Colle el Selectivit Data for 2300 AmerIcan Colleges
New York: The Free Press, 1971), pp. 13-14.
and
retive
Iowa
59Richard L. Sawyer, COlle,e Student Profiles: Norms
for the ACT Assessment, 19'16-197 ed.(Iowa. CIty, Iowa:
ACT, 1916), passIm.
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an.d universities take the ACTsE more frequent.ly than do
students bound for private institutions .. 60 Students
attending publio institutions have ACT:E soores different
from those attend.ing private institutions. 61 Those attend-
ing two-year schools are different from those attending
four-year sohools. Depending on the degrees the institu-
tion grant.s, students can once again differ in their ACT:E
scores. 62 The correlation studies reviewed abo"e provide
additional instances of the variety of ACT::E scores and
GPA'IS of students attendi.ng institutions diverse in place,
purpose, and type of control ..
Differences in composition ability parallel differences
in gender, major, and GPA. These differences must be reckoned
with in the design of any research project.
The CLEP's General Examination
In·EngI!sfi.coMPQslt!on
The major purpose of the CLEP is to give any person,
regardless of age or background, credit towards a colle.ge
degree for college level learning no matter how it was
acquired. ETS and CEEB believe people can acquire from
their jobs, military service, readinq, television, or any
60ACT, Your Colleae F.reshmen_, p , 60 •
..
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other source outside the college environment, co11eg8 level
knowledge. Consequently, ETS and CEEB argue, any student
should be given the opportunity to reduce the amount of
time and money needed to earn a college degree.
Just how many students have taken CLEP, how many have
earned credit, and how much credit has been earned, are
questions CEBB and ETS ostensibly answer in surveys such
as Grandy and Shea's. In the 1973-1974 academic year
300,000 General Examinations were given; on the average
60 percent of the students earned passing scores and nearly
75 percent "receive[d] credit in some area.,,63 The number
of hours of credit granted is not revealed however.
Of the two types of tests CLEF offers I General Examina-
tions and Subject Examinati.ons I this study is restricted to
one of the five General Examinat.ions I the General Examination
in English Composition (GE:E). The other four General
Examinations are in the humanities, mathematics, Bocial
sciences and history, and natural sciences. Through them
CLEP purports to test the material students study in the
courses that constitute the general education requirements
of most degree programs. Until 1978 each of the five tests
was a one-hour multiple-choice objective test. In 1978 the
63Jerilee Grandy and Walter M. Shea, The CLEF General
Examinations in American ColleaEls and UniversItIes, Report
prepared and produced for thec6irege Entrance' .Examinat.ion
Board by Educational Testing Service (Princet.on, New
Jersey: ETS, 1976), p. 3.
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English Composition test was offered in two forms, each
nlnety-minute examinations. One form has two 4S-minute
multiple-choice sections, the other has a 4S-minute mu1tip1e-
choice and 4S-minute essay section. Slnce the students who
comprise one of the samples in t:his study took the CLEP-GE:E
in 1975, the examination they took was the one-houe , ninety-
item examination.
The General Examination in English Composition was
revised according to CEEB in response to institutional de-
mands. 64 Why those demands were made is known to anyone
aware of the difficulty of measu.ring writing ability and of
the debate about granting credit by examination as <1is-
cussed previously. And anyone aware of the charqes against
the cutting scores and validity of the original CLEP-GE:E
reviewed later knows why changes in its format and content
had to effected. By making the changes they did, ETS and
CEEB were tacitly acknowledging some of the deficiencies of
the first CLEP-GE:E. Apparently the English Composition
Development Committee selected by ETS to help design the
new test was apprised of the crt. tics' charge that the
original test lacked content validity. (This charge is
discussed later.) The Committee tried to "avoid items
solely devoted to error recognit.ion" and to include items
64Educational Test.ing Servi.ce, Announcing a New CLEP
General Examination in En lishCom osition (Prlneeto,n,
New Jersey: ETS, 9 , p. 5. .
on .,selected .aspects of "the act of writing
• • • •
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The
demand for a writing sample was met by the inclusiOn of the
45-minute essay and its use was strongly urged by the
Committee. 66
The chairwoman of that committee, Lynn Quit.man Troyka,
is also t.he Chair of the Conference on Colleqe Composition
and Communication (4 C's) for 1979-1980. In 1978 this pro-
fessional organization passed a resolution revelat.ory of
one of the concerns of the members.. In part the resolution
called for a clear explanation to be made to students and
teachers alike of the nature, purpose, and results of any
test used for placement, exemption, or certification of
competence. This resolution would implicitly make test-
makers responsible for providing honest and thorouqh descrip-
tions of their tests. The resolution also asked that before
any objective or essay test of writing ability be given,
the complexities, appropriateness, d..esign, and scorinq of
the test be considered.. The resolui:ion charged that no
student be plaoed, exempted or oertified oompetent Uwithout
submitting a piece of written discourse. tt 67 Despite the
65ETS, Announoinq a New CLEF General Examination, p. 5.
66ETS f Anirl0uncing a New CLEF General Examination., p. 50'
67conferenoe on College Composition and Communioation,
"CCCC Business Meeting" (mimeographed paper, Denver, April 1,
1978), p. 1.
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urging of ETS's Committee and. the 4 CiS resolution, fewer
than 5 percent. of the new GE:E'S that. have been adminis-
68tered thus far bave been the essay form. Since the objec-
tive form of the new test is most frequently used and sinoe
its form and oontent are in some ways oomparable to the
original, chargee against t.he old test might have applica-
bility to the new.
ETS and CEEB, their original GE:E, its development and
promotion deserved much of the opposition they encountered ..
Perhaps the revised CLEP-GE:E deserves equally strong opposi-
tion. Matters of content validity, scoring', cutting scores,
norming and the like need to be taken into account and
considered carefully by any user of a standardized test.
Until studies like some of those reviewed below are avail-
able on the revised CLEP-GE:E, potent.ial users might be
aided in their evaluation of the new test by kn~~ing the
weaknesses and deficiencies of the original.
CLEP"'GE:E scores are formula scores that have been con-
verted to soale scores. The formula score is determined by
subtraoting a fraction of the wrong answers from the right
answers. The range of the scale scores is from 200 to 800.
The mean of the original edition of the CLEP-GE:E is 498 and
the standard deviation is 99.. Scale scores and percentile
68Lynn Quitman Troyka, rtAn Overvis\<l of Selected
Prominent Tests," Address presented at the 30th Annual Con-
ference on College Composition and Communication Meeting,
Minneapolis, April 6, 1979.
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ranks are given on the following page.
The standard error of J'nea8urement. for the CLEP-GE:E 1s
31. 69 If a person scored the mean of 498 on the GE:E his
"true" score would fall somewhere between 467 and 529 or
between approiximately the 39th and 62nd percentiles. I f he
repeated the test, two out of three times his score would
be between these limits. One out of three times his score
would be above or below this range.
Reliability for the CLEP is determined by giving oif-
ferent forms of the examinations presumed equivalent to
groups of subjects. If the subjects maintain the same rela-
tive standing in their groups based on their scores on the
different forms, the examinations are considered equivalent
and, therefore, reliable measures. The reliability of the
CLEP-GE:E as reported by CEBB is .92. 70 A correlat1on co-
efficient between one form of a test and another is 8atis-
factory when this high.
The norms for the scale scores and percentile ranks
were based on a random and representative sample of <::011ege
sophomores who took the CLEP tests the spring of 1963. Since
the CLEP-GE:E purportedly tested student knowledge of the
material studied in general education courses, a samp1e based
69college Entrance Examination Board, CLEP Scores:
InterEretation a;nd Use (Princeton, New JerBey~ CEEB,
19765, p , 13.
70CLEP ~cores, p. 13.
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TABLE 2
PERCENTILE RAl~KS FOR THE CLEP-GE tE.
99
98
99 97
98 96
95 94
93 91
90 86
86 79
82 13
78 66
74 57
67 50
60 43
51 35
43 28
35 22
27 16
21 12
15 9
10 6
6 4
4 3
:2 :2
1 1
482 516
98 98
1375 1207
for Selected Percentiles
Scaled Score
800
180
760
740
720
700
680
660
640
620
600
580
560
540
520
500
480
460
440
420
400
380
360
340
320
300
280
f1ean
Standard Deviation
No. of Sophomores
Scaled Scores
Percent.ile
75
50
25
Men
545
477
413
Women
585
520
451
Total
99
98
97
95
92
88
83
78
73
66
59
52
44
36
29
22
17
12
8
5
4
2
1
498
99
2582
Tot.al
570
494
428
Source: CEEB, CLEP scores (Princeton, New Jersey: CEEB,
1976), p , fo •
• Data are based on administration of the General Examina-
tions to a sample of 2,582 sophomore students completing
their seoond year of study at 180 two-year and four-year
colleges in the spring of 1963.
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on sophomores was appropriate. The sample inoluded 1,375
men and 1,207 Women for a total of 2,582. 71
CEEB claims the CLEP-GS's have content validity be-
cause scholars and teachers throughout Amerioa work: with
test development specialists from ETS. Developing the
tests, including identifying the skills, writing questions,
determining item difficulty, and norming the test, takes
about 18 to 30 months. 72
Concurrent validity, "the relationship of the tests to
current college-level achievement," is assured, CEEB claims,
because sophomore CLEP-GE scores are higher aft.er the stu-
dents have taken oollege courses in the appropriate areas
than before. 1 3 For example, the students who t.ook no courses
in mathematics had a mean score of 445 on the C~neral
Examination in Mathematics.. Those \-Iho had taken at least
one course had a mean score of 497. And those in the group
who had "most courses taken, Q a heading CEEB does not ex-
74plain., had a mean of 577.
Althouqh such increases occur in four of the General
71CLEP Sco;es, p. 10.
72college Entrance Examination Board, CLEF C~neral and
Sub' ect Examinations: Desert tiona and Sam-re QuestIons·
Pr nceton, New Jersey: CEEB, 1 74 , p. 4.
74CLg p Scores, p. 14.
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Examinat.ions I they do nOit occuz in English Composition.
The English Compo.sition soores g1ven below (from page 14 of
CIJEP Scores) are the exception.
NO Courses
Taken
N lilt 41
X-SOl
At. Least One
Course Taken
N - 1,727
X =: 503
Most Courses
Taken
N 1:8 762
X dl 488
According to CEEB this anomaly "results from tbe practice
of excusing able students from some or all of the composi-
tion courses and requiring more composition courses for less
able students.'S
Another indicator of validity, according to CEEB, are
the consistent correlations sho\;t1n between students' majors
and CLEP-GE scores. Sophomores majoring in the biological
scienoes outperform sophomores majoring in the humanities
and fine arts on the General Examination in ~1e natural
sciences. Contrarily, humanities and fine arts majors out-
perform biology majors on the GE in English composition. 76
The description of the CLEP-GE:E that follows was taken
from pages 5-8 of CEEB's publication, CLEF General and
SubjeetE~aminationst
'Vilhen you take the Examination in English
Com.position, you will have an opportunity to show
how wall you can do the ina of writing that college
76C LEP Scoras, • 14-15 ..
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students are most often asked t.o do. Because there
are many different. ways of t.eaching people how to
write, there are no questions on the General Examina-
tion in English Composit.ion t.hat focus on material
or approaches ident.ified with a particular course of
study.
The st.andard by which your answers to questions
on this examination will be judged riqht. or wrong is
generally referred t.o as ·st.andard writt.en English,'
or the convent.ional language that. ast.udent is ex-
pected to use in most academic situations. It is,
for example, the language of most textbooks and
assigned papers.
The convent.ionsof st.andard written English call
for particular solut.ions t.o the problems of grammar,
usage, diction, and idiom, as well as the oonstruc-
tion of clear and varied sent.ences that. have a st.yle
appropriat.e t.o t.he purpose and t.he audience for which
the writing is intended.
The General Examination in English Composition
contains about 90 quest.ions t.o be answered in 60
minutes. Each form of the test consists of three of
the four kinds of multiple-choice questions described
in the following pages. The questions are organized
by kind into sections, and each section has its own
directions.
One kind of question asks you to recognize
writ.ing that is correct aJ'l.d effective according to the
conventions of standard writt.en English.
• • • • .. '" .. • .. .. • • • • lit e • ,. • .. • • '* .. • • •
Another kind of question asks you to recognize
act.ual errors and other unacceptable constructions.
[The errors are faulty diction, verbosity and
redundancy, clich6s and inappropriate metaphors, and
faulty grammar and sentence structure.]
................' ' .
Another kind of question • • • [asks you] to
change the sentence according to specific directions--
that Is, to 'rewrit.e' the sentence, but to keep,
insofar as possible, its original meaning•••• The
word or phrase you ohoose should be the most accurate
and most effective of all the choices given, and
should be part of a sentence that meets the require-
ments of standard written English •
., .. *' • • II 8 iii • .. .. • • ,. ., 111 • .. • • .. lit .. • .. • •
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Another kind of quest.ion asks you not so muoh
to identify unacceptable usage as to choose the
best way of phrasing ill sentence. • • • In choosing
answers, remember to follow the requirements of
standard written English and choose the answer that
produces the most effeotive sentence--olear and
exact I without awkwardness or ambiguity.
• .. • • • • • • .. • • • • •• .. • • • • .. • • • /I; • •
You oan see that the General Examination in
English Compoai.tion will ask you to spot errors or
weaknesses where they exist, to evaluate and classify
sentences that are either incorrect or unacceptable
for some specific reason, and to oonstruot sentenoes
of various kinds. All the questions cover points of
correctness and effectiveness of expression t:hat are
considered important by scholars and teachers who
have experience with the writing done by college
students.
Two surveys sponsored by CERB provide information,
although limited, on institutional and student use of the
CLEP-GE'S. Sixty peroent of the institutions asalqn c~edit
on the CLEP-GE:E to a course entitled English Composition,
another 32 peroent assign it to a freshman English course."
For the 356 responding institutions, the maximum cutti.nq
score was 600 and the median was 494 for the CLEP_GEtE. 78
Tw'o hundred sixty-three institutions granted from 2 to 12
semester hours of credit in English with 6 beinq the median.
Sixty-seven institutions granted from 3 to 12 quarter hours
of credit with 8 being the median. ' 9
71Grandy and Shea, p. 8.
78Grandy and Shea, p. 10.
79G.randy and Shea, p. 11.
so
TABLE :3
FMQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF CUTTING SCORES BY
INSTITUTIONS USmG Tfn~ GENERAL EXAf.1n~ATION
IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Score Intervals
581-600
561-580
541-560
521-540
501-520
481-500
461-480
441-460
421-440
401"'420
Less than 401
Number
1
4
7
8
7
208
30
31
49
5
7
Percent
0 ..3%
1%
2%
2%
2%
58%
8'g,
14'
l'2'
Source I Grandy and Shea, The CLEP General Examinations
(Princeton, New Jersey: ETS,I!1165, p .. iI ..
The procedures that are uaed to determine cutting
scores either singularly or in combination are varied.
The list below, taken from Grandy and Shea, psg-e 11, tells
whioh standards are used but not why.
Standards Used by Institutions to Set
Cutting Scores on the General Examinations:
Number of Percent of
Institutions Institutions
1. Standards are set from
national norms It
2. Standards are set by
faculty review of tests ..
3. standards of comparable
institutions are used as
a guide.
288
183
174
59%
37%
35%
4. Standards are based upon
our own norming studies. 77
S. Standards are set by
statewide policy.. 74
6. Credit is awarded at the
25th percentile score fol-
lowing the American Council
on Education recommenda-
tion. 74
7. Each division or depart-
ment sets its own
standards. 53
8. Standards are set based
upon considerations not
mentioned above. 550
16'
15t
15'
11%
10'
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Casserly surveyed people who had taken the CLEF tests.
The questionnaires she sent out attempted to gain answers
to such questions as who takes CLEP and why, and what the
respondents' attitude 'Well! tOW'ards awarding credit by
examination or determininq placement based on test reau1ts.
In response to open-ended questions, respondents could
give any gen.eral views about CLEP that they had. The
respondents themselves, like other critics of the teat,
questioned the content validity of the CLEP-GE's:
Criticisms of the examinations were freque.ntly
made by respondents who took them in or just
after graduating from secondary school.. Happy as
most of them were with the credit and placement
awarded them by colleges, the critics found the
examinations based too much on ieneral knowledge
and not academically rigorous enougfi.. They
doubted the eXafnlil' validity because the level was
'so low' in relationship to their secondary
sohool work. A few suggested CLEP be used to opt
out of the last year of hiqh school. Others
commented that 'if this represents college level
. . ..
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work, heaven help us.' This group was doubly
relieved to be saving time and money in 8t-
taininq a colleg8 degree even if they didn'1:
respect the examinations.. Others commented that
the exams,. were •unreal' or 'laoking in sub-
stance' in comparison to other College Board 80
sponsored tests they had talten the same year.
The CLEP tests have filet hostility and distrust. Some
0011ege teachers and administrators are antagonistic toward
them, because, among other reasons, CEEB and. ETS provide
them with incomplete information on the tests and will only
reluctantly supply more nearly complete information when it
is requested. For example, no data on item selection and:
difficulty or raw scores are included in CLEF Scores:
Inte.rpretation and Use, a lIbooklet of technical informat.ion
• • • designed to assist .. • .. oolle'1e and university
facult.y members .. And wben C2:EB or ETS does pub-
l.1sh information on the CLEP-GB's, it can be flawed by
notable OIll.i88ion8 or questionable interpretations. The
article revievled below, Measurement of uCollege .. Achievement.
by the College Level Examination Program by 1t.miel T. Sharon,
is one such publication.
The article purported to be a discussion of criterion-
related and -, construct'l validit.y of the GE· s utilizing,
eOpatricia Lund Casserly, Colleq~.I..evelExaminat.ion
Proqram:lts ~eaningtoPartic~nta,College Entranoe
ExamInatIon Board Researoh and Development Report No. 6
(New York: CEEB, 1973), p .. 2B ..
81COllege Entrance EXaA1ination Board, CLEP Scores,
p, 5.
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primarily, reeearchstudies done at various colleges and
unlversities. 82 Aocording to Sharon the median ooefficient
given in six studies on the oorrelat.ion of the CLEP-GE:E
with sophomore GPA was .46. 83 Two of the reports were oom-
pleted by CEEB, 'V'lere unpublished, and were unavailable to
this researcher.. T\'!10 inst.itutional reports were also un-
published and unavailable. Of the other two inst.itutional
reports, both were published although one was not pub-
lished until after Sharon's paper appeared.. One did not
examine the CLEP-GF::: E and the other examined not the CLEP-
GEls but their precursors. Sharon labels as moderate the
reported correlatioDs--.40, .40, .36, .30, and • 46--whion,
with one exception, would be labeled low by most statisti-
cians .. B4 Sharon states that one explanation for correla-
tions of this magnitude is the General Examinations'
similarit.y in type and content to teste used to determine
grades. Even t.hough. at least two of the six articles did
not oonsider the CLEP-GE:E, Sharon dra.ws the following
inference: • iii' • these results suggest that the tests
cum be used legit.imately for granting course oredit or
placement in cOllege. u 85
82Ami e 1 '1' .. Sharon, Measurement of College Aohievement
b~ .. th~ C<>':tler~ L.evell!~xamlnatfonProgrml2'· Educational
TestIng Serv ee Research BulletIn 70-38 (Prinoeton, New
Jersey: ETS, 1970), p. i.
83sharon, p. 4. 84 Sharon I' p.. 4, ..
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Sharon cites the same two studies, ignores their
omissions, and asserts that correlations between the CLEP-
GE'sand grades in courses corresponding to the 1:ests are
lower than correlations between CLEP-GE:E' sand sophotnore
86GPA' s • No data were given , His explanation llfhy correla-
tions with courses are lower than correlations with sopho-
more GPA is essentially accurate. Sophomore GPA is based. on
a larger sa.mple. B7
The median correlation for the CLEF-GE:E 'trith junior
GPA of .36 Sharon cited \4'a8 based on one article that d:id
not consid.er the CLEP-GE:E 's and two others that were un-
published. 88 If Sharon has made legitimate use of hie
sources, he is right in concluding that the predictive
validity of the GE's is greater than their content validity.
Construct validity, according to Sharon, refers to
the extent. to whicb a test can measure what it attempts to
measure. If a student has a higher score on a test after
taking a course than he had before taking the oourse, tbe
test might. have It construct" validity. It is possible, hOW'-
ever, as Sharon adm!ts, that the test is not measuring t:he
effect of instruction or an increase in the student'a
knowledge but rather intellectual maturation. Ne,rertheless,
G6Sharon, p. 4.
87Sharon, p .. 4.
8eSharon, p , 4.
S5
Sharon oites three unpublished report.s that show score
qains for the most part on the CLEP-GE:E's by students and
uses the data as evidence of the "construct" validity of
the GE's.89
One of these studies and two others were cited by
Willinqham, one of Sharon's associates from the ETS-eEBB
consortium, in his argument on the same point. 90 The
majority of the studies cited by Sharon and his colleagues
like Willinqham iqnore the CLEP-GE:E. Moughamian did not
ignore it. Out of 131 students who took it and scored at
the 50th percentile or hiqher, 19 percent (N == 23) had
earned no 0011eqe credits. But the number and percent
(N == 49, 40 percent) more than doubled for those who had
earned 1-15 credits. However,. the number (N III! 29) and
percent (25 percent) of those who had earn.ed 16-30 credits
and those who had earned 31 or more (N .. 30, 26 percent.)
were virtually the same. 91 The success rate for those who
had attended colleqe one term tends to confirm ETa's claim
of construct validity as defined by Sharon (conte.nt valid-
ity to most other researchers). But the similarity in
89sharon, pp. 5-7.
90warren W.. Willingham, COllete Plaoement and Exemp-
tion (New York: CEEB, 1974), pp.64-166 ...
9lHe nry Mouqhamian and others, Characteristics of
Students by:CLEP Performance (n .. p.: n.p .. , October 1, 1971),
p , a (ERIC ED Il}O§8::i).
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suooess for those having no college credits and those
having 16 or more t.ends t.o deny it.
Had ETS been more profioien.t. when drawing the oriqinal
sample of soph.omo.ras on whom tba CLEP-GE:E norms were based t
Sharon, Willingham, and other advooates of it would not have
had to conceal or exouse the lack of score gains.. The com-
position ability of the student.s in each of the three qroups--
no courses taken: at least one course taken, most courses
taken--should have been tested before they attended college ..
After two years of attendance, eaoh of the qroups--made up
of students equal in composition ability as identified by
the pre-test--snould have been given the CLEP-GE:E. If they
had score gains on it as great as those for the other
General Examinations, ETS would have been aided in its
claim for "construct" (content) validity.
Score gains are also measured by correlating the years
of formal education with test scores. The greater the
correlation the greater the validity of a test like a
CLEp....GE IE. Four reports c1 ted by Sharon show that as formal
education increased so did test scores .. 92 Sharon uses such
correlations as evidence of Ifconstruct" validity. CLEP
might measure learning that takes place outside the class-
room that is the same as the learning that t.akes place in
college general education courses.. But. the st.udy by
92Sharon, pp. 6-7.
.. .
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Moughamian and others demonstrates that the younqer the
student. and the more reoent his exposure to high sohool
classes the greater his success on the Cmp-GEt s• 93
Correlations of the CLEP-GEts with ot.her st.andardized
teat.s and intercorrelat.ions among the GE I a themselves pro-
du.ced moderate to high correlat.ions but. none, Sharon claims,
so high as to sU9gest. that the tests are not measuring
distinct skills or knowledge .. 94 Amonq the investigators
listed in the bibliography of this study are those such as
Beanblossom, Strecher, and Richards who would not concur wit.h
Sharon, they believe the tests are heavily loaded with
reading comprehension items ..
An article like Sharon's that uses data not. readily
available or that draws conclusions from nonexistent data
casts doubt on the sponsor's and producer'S credibility and
the merit of their program..
In their essays eoad a.nd Apstein summarirae 1:he charges
that are usually made against the CLEP composition examina-
tions.. They share their reasons for rejecting the examina-
tions with most of the critics opposed to the tests.
In his argument that the CLEP composition examinations
lack content validity, Coad asks, "how oan anyone ..
devise an obj.ective examination that is universally equivaler
93Moughamian and others, passim ..
94Sharon, pp .. 9-10 ..
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to a course in which 'almost anything Cl!ln happen' and
obviously does?"95 Coad r,efers to two data based reports
and one personal essay t.o support his contention that
freshman composition courses are diverse in content. In
addition, he argues that the CLEP composition examinations
lack content validity because they test knowledge of cor-
rectness and felicities, only one aspect of freshman
composition., and not others such as acqui.ring the ability
to express oneself effectively. 96 Coad refers to one
article and a study on the objectives of freshman composi-
tion teachers to support this contention. Coao's last
argument holds that strictly obj.ecti.ve tests of writin9
ability like the CLEP composition examinations lack. content
validity because they do not. inclUde an essay 8ection. 97
Before discussing the two CLEP Subject. Examinations in
English Composition, Apstein qives her reasons for opposing
any CLEF examination in wri.ting.. Writing- is a skill diffi-
cult to measure and it is taught in courses diverse in pur-
pose. Although an objective test of writing may correlate
hiqhly with an essay test, the correlation is not. a measure
of ability. Ber last objeotion is t.o the emphasis such tests
95Bruce E. Coad, "Change and Freshman English: Is
CLEP an Answer?" ADE Bullet.in, XXXVI (Maroh 1973), 57.
9 6coad , p. 5S •
97 Coad , p , 58 •
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put. on memorizing facts ,not on learning to think: inde-
pendently or cogently which, she claim.s, is a qoa1 of most
freshman composition teachers. 9 8
The few data based studies on the CLEP-GE:E' s can be
separated. into three broad areas: 1) its content, 2) norms
and outtlnq scores, and 3) predictive validity.
The Content of the CLEP-GE:E
Three studies were conducted on the content validity of
the CLEP-GE:E. A committee of faculty members from English
at Virginia Western Community College reviewed it and de-
clared it lacked content validity. 99 No explanation was
given about how this determination was reached.
Although he did not identify their qualifica:tions,
Caldwell had the content of the CLE.P-GE's analyzed by "sub-
ject matter apecialists. ct These specialists divi.ded. the
content of the CLEP-GE:E into two categories: "represents....
tiva of either typical high-school courses or represent.a-
tive of typical college.... level courses. nl OO How ~~ey did so
98Barbara Apstein, tlDeficienc:des of the CLEP Writinq
Examinations, n colles.e ~om129.edtlon and Communication, XXVI
(December 1975), 350.
99J • Andrew Archer and Harry C. Nickens, t1Credit by
CLEP: A Disconcerting Look at a Good Idea, n co:m:m.unitY~
g-ul!.or <:ollegeR;e!learch Quarterly, I (January-Maroh 19-7),
18.
lOOEdward Caldwell, tlAnalysis of an Innovation (CLEP),"
Journal of .Higher Educatio!!, XT..IV (December 1973) , 701.
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was not e.xplained. Despit.e diffioul.ty in labeling all
items, 23 of the 100 items were judged highschool level
que.stions .101 Rather than strictly a test of the content
of one of the college general eduoation courses, the
CLEP-GE tE may be said to be a test., in part., of prior
learning--as it. avowedly is--but of learning from a particu-
lar souroe, seoondary English classes. However, it must be
aoknowledged that first term oollege composition courses
can repeat to a greater or lesser extent. materials student.s
study in high school courses. 'llhe opinions voiced by the
respondents to Casserly's questionnaire are supported by
Caldwell's specialists' judgment..
The English Department at the University of Toledo
conducted an analysis of the content of the CLEP-GE:E. To
determine as precisely as possible what the examination
covers and the n proportions of emphasis, a the answers to
each question were analyzed. 10 2 These were their findings:
Almost one-third of the • • • [answers] ( 30.:n)
fall into the broad cateqory of knowledge of
Standard English Grammar, Usage, word Choice, and
Idiom • • • • A little more than one-fifth
(22 .. 4%) involve the Ability to Detect Verbosity,
Redundanoy, Clich4!s, and Mixed Metaphors.
Another one.... fifth (21.1%.) fall under knowledqe of
English Grammar. The rEmlaining one- fourth fall
10 lC"'l"l'l·w""ll. , 7·01u u '0 p.,.
l02aobert S. Rudolph and Richard M. Summers, "The CLEP
General Examination in English Composition: What Does It
Really Test?" l''''reahman English News, VI (Sprin(j 1977), 3.
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into three separate categories: Ability to
Detect a Lack of Clarity in Diction (11.7%),
Knowledge of Standard Usage (10.4%)6. and
Knowledge of English Idiom (4 •. 1%).1 3
Rudolph and Summers conclude that the test does m.easure what
CEEB claims it measures; it cannot be said to lack content
va.lidity from the testmakers' point of view. "The test
stresses knowledge of the conventions of sta.ndard written
English and the ability to recognize oertain stylistic
problems and to reword sentenoes without regard to the
resultant effect on paragraph coherence or emphasis within
the paragraph. 11. 1 04
Rudolph and Summers' obj,ection and the objection of
other composition teachers is that, "while a knowledge of
standard written English and the ability to detect certain
kinds of stylistic infelioities· are im.portant" in a freshman
composL tion course, such a course is usually just as con-
cerned about the student' s ability to choose a topio,
write a thesis statement, and compose a unified, coherent
105
adequately developed essay.
l03nudolph and Summers, PP. 3-4.
l04RUdolph and Summers, p. 3.
l05RUdolph and Summers, p. 4.
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The CLEP-GE:E Norms and Cutt.ing Soores
Three articles, one pro and two con, have been wr:1tten
on the norms of the CLEP-GBtE and the cutt:ing soores based
on them.
In his un:iquely des:1gned study Christensen compared
CLEF student.s, freshman Engl:ish students, and Advanced
Placement English Students. The CLEF students were divided
:into two groups. The CLEP credit group (N • 24) scored at
least 450 on the CLEP-GE:E and received credit for freshman
English. The CLEP waived group scored from 390 to 499 on
the same test and were exempted from freshman English but
received no credit. The freshman English students were also
placed in two groups. In the first, 25 had freshman English
GPA's of 2.7-4.0, and in the second, 24 had OPA's of 1.0"'2.3.
The 24 randomly selected AP students had scored 3, 4, or 5
on the College Board's Advanoed placement Test in English
Composition. lOG All five groups took the CLEP Subject
Examination in English Composition. The means of the five
groupe on the essay part of the Subject Examination given on
page 188 were these:
AI' English
CLEP Credit
Freshman English A or B
Freshman English C or 0
CLEP Waiver
X
17.11
13.88
13.52
11.25
11.22
S.D.
6.80
5.90
5.99
4.23
5.09
l06Ma r k Christensen, "The College Level Examination
Program's Freshman English Equivalency Examinations,"
Research in the Teaching of English, XI (Fall 1977), 186-187.
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Only the mean of the AP English students differed si9nifi-
cantly (12.<0. (5) from the means of the other four 9r OUP S .107
The mean of the AP 9roup on the objective part of the
SUbject Examination (X .. 55.38) differed. siqnificantly
<)2<0.05) with the other groups except for the CLEP credit
group. The CLEP oredit group (X .. 51.83) differed from the
CLEP waived group and freshman English £. or 0 group but not
the other two. The freshman English A or B group (X .. 48.12)
differed only from the AP group. The mean for the CLEP
waived group was 41.61 and 39.92 for t.he freshman English
C or 0 group. lOa Based on thefindinqs of his study,
Christ.ensen concluded that the CLEP-GE:E cutting- scores were
valid for the students attendinq that partioular university.109
In their artiole on the CLEP-GE's Aroher and Nickens
discussed what they regarded as a "oommon misconception ff - -
the national norms and cutting scores based on them were
correlated wi t.h course grades. 110 They were not.. The norms
are s imply the scaled scores of sophomores who may have
taken no courses, one, or many in the general area. Aroher
and Nickens' institution, like MaU and m.any others, used the
25th p~roentlle, scale saore of 428, to award three quarter
l07Christensen, p. 18B.
l08Christensen, p. 191.
109Christensen, p. 192.
110"credit by CLEF,n p , rsr.
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hours of credit. III This soore is 73 points lower than the
mean (501) for the 41 sophomores in their sample who had
taken no courses in English composition.11 2
To give a student. three hours of oredit if his seore
equaled the national mean score of those who had 'taken at
least one course (504), ignoring for the moment the fact
that that score is not an indicator of performance in the
course, might be defensible. But to give three hours of
credit for a score almost three-fourths of a standard
deviation below the mean or more than twice the standard
error of measurement below it is a questionable practice.
Caldwell attempted to learn the rationale of the Amerioan
Council on Education for setting the cutoff score at the
25th percentile, but \'eTas given no justification other than
113Clthe tests were carefully studied." After securing the
necessary publications from CEHB (the test, a manual on the
scale scores, and a manual on convexs ion of the raw score
to a scale score), Caldwell oonvert.ed t.he 25th and 50th
percentile scale scores to raw soores. By correctly
answering 32 out: of the 100 items on the GE:E, the student
will score at the 25th percentile and by answering 44 cor-
114
rect1y, he will score at the 50th peroentile. Both
l11Archer and Niokens, p. 181.
112ArCher and Nickens, p. 182.
114oAnalysis,· p. 700.
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instances aSSume no questions are answered incorrectly ..
(ETS claims to have raised the raw scoree for more recent
forms of the test according t.o Caldwell in a footnote.. But,
as he says, ETS may beaskinq for more items to be answered
rat.ller than increasing the difficulty of the i1:erfls .. 115) The
question Caldwell asks about all CLEP-GE's can be reframed
and asked about the CLEP-GE tE specifically. '·Would any
college instruct.or be willing to grant a passing grade and
three hours of credit to a student in a freshman composition
course if the student took only one objective test and
answered only 32 out of 100 items correctly?" The likeli-
hood that the answer would be "rtio rl is increased if the
instructor accepts Caldwell's fi9ure and presumes the
possibilit.y that. 23 out of the 32 items could be high school
level.
Archer and Nickens argue that the 25th percentile for
t.he cutoff point should be changed to the 50th percentile
because the CLEF is too inconsistent in predicting who
116
should be exempted from general education courses. Four-
teen students out of 334 (4 percent) who earned. a D or F in
a final course in the disciplines that comprise the General
Examinations would have been excused from one or more of
117those courses based on their GE scores. By raising the
116Archer and Nickens, p. 187.
ll7Archer and Nickens, p. 187.
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percen.tile cutoff score to the 50th, the number who would
have beenexem.pted would have dro,pped from 14 to 3. 118
They also argue that soores at the 50th peroentile are "more
typical of the level of A and !! students while the 25th
percentile . . • is more typical of the C and D students."119
The Predictive Validity of the CLEP-GE:E
Five correlation studies were conducted on the relation-
ship of CLEP-GEtE scores with OPA's. These studies, divis-
ible into three categories, should give an indication of the
predictive validi.ty of the CLEP-GE:E. The first category
includes correlations of CLEP-OE:E scores with yearly GPA's;
the second category is correlations of scores with CPA'S
for students who completed no freshman \lmrk; the third is
correlations of scores with English course grades.
~lO hundred sixteen st.udents (117 men and 99 wottten)
who were sophomores at the University of Delaware in the
spring of 1967 were administered the complete batt.ery of
CLEP-GE's. The correlation of their GE:E scores with
sophomore grades was .41. 120 Goolsby correlated the end
of the year grades and CLEP-GE:E scores for six different
l18Archer and Nickens, p. 188.
l19Archer and Nickens, p. 188.
120William E. Cashin, "The Relationship of Scores on
the CLEP General Examinations to Grades," Eduoationaland
P!1:!chologlcal Meas\1rement., XXXIV (Winter 1974~, 90~, 910.
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student samples (N lllI 122). The correlat.ion for those who
were sophomore.s in 1966 was .45, in 1967 .. 30, and 1968 .. 45 ..
The oorrelat.ion for those who were juniors in 1966 was .. 45,
in 1967 .30, and in 1968 .41. 1 21 In his comprehensive study
Hanson cit.ed a Summary Report of the ACT Standard Research
Report on Utah State University student.s which gave a
moderate I' of .42 of CLEP....GE:E scores with overall GPA.1 22
In the first of two stUdies on the GPA of students who
'took no oourses in their freshman year Losak and Lin showed
that of the students who were comparable in their ability in
English in their scores on a st.andardized test (Florida
TWelfth Grade Test, FTG), t.hose who did not take the basic
courses did virtua.lly as well as those who did.. The mean on
the FTG English test for the 134 students who had taken the
CLEP tests was 90.28 and 90.04 for the 160 who did not take
them. The GPA in advanced cour8es for the CLE.p students
was 3.47 Which was very much like the 3.45 of the non-CLEP
students.. The overall GPA of the CLEP stUdents, 3.15, was
nearly the same as the non-CItEP students' 3 ..11.. Losak and
Lin also correlated the FTG English test scores with the
l21Thomas M.. Goolsby, Jr., "The Validity of the College
Level Examination Program's Tests for Use at the College
Sophomore Level, It Educational and Psychological. Measurement,
XXX (Summer 1910), 378 ..
122Emi l Otto Hanson, "An Investigation of the Validity
of the College Level Examination Program's General Examina-
tions and a Review of Related Issues in Higher Education,"
Oiss .. University of Utah, 1973, pp. 94-95.
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CLEP-GE:E scores for the 466 students whose mean GE:E score
was 488.32 and found it to be .64. 1 23 This oorrelation
shows that t.he two measurements are not the same ..
In the second study Hanson also compared two groups,
one of which had earned a year's work through the CLEP
tests and: one which had not. Each sample was comprised of
50 students. After applyin.q the t test to the means of the
students' sophomore, junior, and senior GPA's, Hanson
determined there were no significant differences between the
GPA's of the two groups .. l24
The correlation that Cashin determined of CLEP-GE::8:
scores with sophomore GPA's, .41, was the same as for the
mean CLEP-GE:E score and mean English composition course
grade. 125 The correlation given in the ACT report cited by
Hanson was a very low .17 of scores and college English
grades. 1 26 Computing the oorrelations of grades earned in
Enqlish with CLEP-GE:E scores for juniors yielded these
correlations for Goolsby: .56 for those who were juniors in
1966, .32 in 1967, and .. 42 in 1968. 127
123J ohn Losak and Tien-Teh Lin, "A Comparison of Aca-
demic Success: College Credits Via General Examination or
Course Enrollment," Journal of Educational Research, LXVII
(November 1973), 129-130.
124Hanson, pp. 126-127.
125Cashin, p. 910.
127GoolsbY, p. 379.
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Archer and Niokens studied 229 students who had COm-
pleted three quarters of fres·hman English. The mean
CLEP-GB:E score for these st.udents was 417 and the SJtandard
deviation was 8S. Both the mean and standard deviat.ion
were significantly below (:e.<. 05) the national norms. Archer
and Nickens correlated CLEF-GEe:E scores with final course
grades for the course that was third in a sequen.ce of three.
Seventy-four students earned A's and their mean CLEP-GE:E
score was 480; 126 earned. B's and their X ... 41th 72 earned
C's, X = 3651 16 earned D's, X = 348: 11 earned P's or with-
drew, X == 417. The correlation for these grades with
CLEP-GE:E means was a very uloderate .42 which was 8i9'oif1-
cant beyond the .05 level. 128 Archer and Nickens did not
publish the results of any t tests they may have run.
Exemption from freshman English by way of the CLEP-GE:B
is a major topic in the present st.ud:y, consequent.ly, corre-
lations of CLEP-GElE scores with freshman English course
gra.des are of particular importance. Of those who studied
this oorrelation only one of the four reported a correla-
tion (.17) that was very lOWf the others reported either
low (.32) or moderate (.41- .. 56) correlations that were all
signifioant beyond the .05 level.
'Even though the correlat.ions are stat.istically signifi-
cant, they may not be high enough to inspire confidence in
128Archer and Niokens, PP. 185-186.
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a potential user of theCLEP-QE: E .. Archer and Niokens would
not use CLEP-GE:E scores for exemptinq students.. Beoause
"course grades and CLEP scores are both measurements of
college achievement and are both designed to measure
college-level learning" course grades and CLEP General
Examination scores should be more highly correlated than
their study showed them to be. 129 The CLEF-GEts in their
opinion Ifdo not possess a high degree of concurrent valid-
ity.n130 If the values of the coefficients of determination
and indices of forecasting efficiency for the correlations
are computed, they might be interpreted to be additional
indications of the t.ests' inability to preaict student per-
formanae.
Archer and Nickens and a poten.tial user of the CLEP-
GE:E are mistaken if they believe that by raising the
cutting scOres for exemption the correlat.ion between the
exemptea students I test scores and qrades will be higher as
a consequence. Reducin.q the number of exempted students
narrows the ranqe of ability and performance.. Test. score
standard deviations and variability in grades are restricted
when the distribution of student interest, talent, and
ability is not. normal.. Predictive correlations assume that
as grades increase, test scores increase. If the grades and
129Archer and Nickens, p. 187.
130Archer and Nickens, p. 187.
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scores are nearly the same, the predictive correlation will
approach .00. The sheer number of factor., unknown an:d un-
stable, that can affect a correlation is another reason why
informed tests users, when they are decidln'\J wh,et,ber or not
to use a test, t.ake correlations into account
make them the sine gua non of their deoision",
The ACT:E and CLEP-GE:E Co~ared
Most. of the studies that have investlgatea
tionship of the CLEF-GE's with the ACT Assessment
rela-
con-
centrated on the ACT composite score and havee~clude4
CLEP General Examination in English composition...
the studies have focused on the relatIonship ba~teein
ACT English usaqe test and the CLEP-GE '"
studies discussed below did correlate ACT:E and CLEP-GE:E
scores. The other gives raw data that can ba inspected for
comparability of the two tests ..
In his doctoral dissertation Hanson cited two sources
unavailable to this researcher that gave ACT:E and CLEP-
GE:E score correlations. A 1912 ACT report for Utah State
University gave an r of .15 and a 1972 memorandum gave it
131as .74 for University of utah students. The correlations
Hanson compiled for ACTtE scores with CLEP-GE:E scores for
three different samples, each having 100 students, were
131aanson, pp. 98-99.
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these: for University of Utah students r ... 858; for Utah
State Universit.y students r = .609; and for Weber State
College students !. _ .. 74. 1 32
Responding t.o the question that is inevitably asked,
"Why,. i f ~'1e two tests are high ly correlated, Lsn f t one or
the other discarded?" Hanson answers that the two are dif-
ferent in purpose. The ACT is a test of high school aohieve-
ment whereas the CLEP is a test of collegre achievement .. l33
Cha.rges that the CLEP-GE f S lack content validity, in par-
ticular, contain an inappropriate amount of high school
level material, and charges that recent high school qraduates
or oollege freshmen perform as well as colleqe sophomores on
the General Examinations cast doubt on the likelihood that
the ACT: E and CLEP-GE: E are discrete.. Hanson could have
pointed out that the correlations, although high, are not
high enough to warrant oonsiderlnq tha two tests equ.ivalent
and, therefore, measu.rements of the same knowledqe or
ability .. 134
Moughamian and others computed the correlation of
ACT:E scores with CLEP-GE:E scores for students who were
part of their sampler the corr~lation for the 99 students
was .7575. The total sample included 130 students who had
attended or who intended to attend the City College of
132Hanson, pp. 123-124. 133aanson, p .. 141.
134Mou9hamian and others, p. 8.
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Chioaqo eCce).. If t.he st.udent saoredat the 50th per-
cent.ile or hiqher on any of t.he CLEP-GE' s he at.tempted, he
was judqed successful and awarded CCC credit. Unsuccess-
ful st.udents scored below t.he 50th percentile and received
no cred1t.s. 135 In addit.ion t.o providing a oorrelat.ion t.hat
shows a siqnificant relat.ionship of the ACT:E wit.h the
CLEP-GE:E, Moughamian and others demonstrated the existence
of a strong relationship in their profile of successful and
unsuccessful students. Students who saored below the 50th
percentile had a mean ACTIE score of 11.1; those who scored
between the 50th and 74th percentiles haa a mean of 24.0;
and those who scored at the 75th percentile had a mean of
25.8. 136 The differences in ACT:E scores between the suc-
cessful and. unsuccessful students and bet.ween student.s in
the three percentile intervals were typical of the differ-
ences in performances on all of t.he ACT a.rea t.est.s ..
McCluskey did not correlate ACT:E and CLEP-GE:E
scores but he does provide raw data that demonstrates a
strong relationship between ACT:E performance and CLEP-GE:E
performanoe. Seven hundred eiqhty Arkansas state University
student.s in attendance from 1911 to 1974 took the CLEP-GE:E
135Moughamian and others, p. 3..
l36Moughamian and others, p. 7.
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but. earned no credit .. !37 Their mean CLEP-GE:E Score of 390
placed. 'them at the 15th percentile on t.he CLEP sophomore
national norms but their ACT:!: mean score of 18 .. 1 placed
them at the 48th percentile on the ACT norms. 138 Five
hundred eighty-nine students achieved the minimum of 428
on the CLEP-GE:E (approximately 25th percentile) and earned
3 hours of credit in English composition. Their mean CLEP
scoxe of approximately 480 placed them. at the 44'&h per-
centile but their ACT:E mean of 21 .. 2 placed them at the 75th
percentile. 1 39 Five hundred eighty-four met the minimum of
502 (approximately 50th percentile) and earned six hou.rs of
English composition credit. Their CLEP-GEtE mean score of
approximately 560 placed them at the 73rd percentile which
was, once again, a lower percentile ranking than their ACT:E
mean gave them--24 .. l and gIst. percentile .. l40 Among McCluskey's
conclus ions are these t.wo: Based on the differences (no
stat.istical analysis provided) in t.heir mean scores on the
ACT and CLEP examinat.ione and On t.he nWl'lher 0 f cradit hours
they earned, both test.s Uadequat.ely discriminate among the
138McCluskey, p. 2 ..
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academic strenqths of student./J .... " ... 141 Bet.ween those
who attempted CLEP and earned credit and those who attempted
but earned no credit, a tfsubstantial differenceft Was
apparent,,142
The correlations given in Hanson's and Moughamian and
others' studies and the similarities shown by McCluskey and
Moughamian and others demonstrate consistency in measurement
by the two batteries.. This consistency casts more doubt on
the distinotion between the two tests made earlier by
Hanson, a distinotion also made by the testmakers themselves.
If the ACT:E tests the knowledge and ability to use standard
wri tten English a student acquires in high school, and if the
CLEP-GE IE tests college level knowledge and ability acquired
outside of the classroom, one might expect less consistency
in their measurement. Data provided by Moughamian intensify
the doubt and give it credence. Dividing students into
groups by age and by success or failure on the CLEP-GE:E
showed that the younger stude:tlts aucceeded more often than
the 01der. 143 Moughamian and others oonoluded, "The high
level of performance by the younger 9tudents would seem to
indicate that more recent exposure to formal education is
141Mccluskey, p. 12.
l42MoCluskey, p. 13.
14JMoughamian and others, p. 3.
16
relat.ed to sucoess. "144 sawyer mad.e a similar observation
on t.he ACT English usage test.. "ACT English scores tend to
decrease wit.h students' aqe. For st.udents 18 years and
younger, they average about 18.5 st.andard score unit.s; for
25 years and older, t:hey averaqe about 15.3 unitsO' tt 145
Not.iceably absent. fromt.hese studies that show a st.ronq
relationship of ACT:E sooreswith CLEP-GE:E soores are cor-
relations of ACT:E scores with qrades and CLEP-GE:E scores
and grades. A comparison of the predictive ability of these
parallel test.s coupled with the studies reviewed previously
might reveal that one or the other has greater predictive
validity. If neither does, administering both tests is a
redundancy.
144Moughamian and others, p. 9.
145sawyer, p. 9.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN RATIONALE AND PROCEDURE
Rationale
There are those college oomposition teachers who be-
lieve instruction in composition affects the academic per-
formance of students positively. If all variables other
than a composition course can be held constant, taking it
might be shown to have an impact on students' GPA's. That
is, if taking or not taking a first term freshman composi-
tion course is the only difference between two groups of
students, and if there are any differences in their GPA's,
tentative oonclusions regarding the role of the course might
be made.
ETS and. CEEB contend that such a course is not needed
by students nla.tching or exceeding the national cutting score
on the CLEP"'GE in English Composition. If tlriting ability
can be measured, it should be possible to identify a correla-
tion of students' GPA'a with their soores on any objective
test of "7riting ability. Depending on their magnitude and
direction, correlations of scores on the CLEP-GE:E ",,"ith
student GPA' s lYlight lend credence to ETS' a claim that the
test is valid.
There are means of judging the effects being exempted
from or taking freshman composition can have other than
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exandninq GPA' s • To examine only aoademic performanee when
evaluating the efficacy of exemption. or course work would
be to imply that. teachers and administrators are ooncerned
primarlly about the students' becoming more knowledgable,
not, for example, more self-confident, creative, or
intellectually curious.
Another important but often overlooked. measure of the
worth of any collE!lqe course or exemption from it is st.udent
oplnion. Despite whatever objectlons there are to st.udents'
evaluations, students themselves can assess, from their
limited and subjective perspective, the effeots taking or
not taking freshman composition has on their academic per-
formance. Student responses to questionnaire.e appraising
exemption, the CLEP-GE:E, and freshman composition can re-
suI t in complementary and unique information bearing on the
purposes 0 f this study. 00 those who were exempted agree
with ETS and CEEB? Do t.hose wbo took freShman composition
agree with the teachers? Support from either would lend
credibilit.y to and help authentioat.e ETS's and CEEB's or
the teachers' clalms. Cbarges against them would tiiscredit
and make questionable their claims.
Two samples, Sample A and Sample B, were drawn from
the same population: students who entered Mankato State
University as freshmen fall quarter 1975. with one exception
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the 22 Sample A students had scored a minimum of 429 (25th
percentile) on the CLEP-GE:E. 1\1122 were exempted from
the first of two freshman composition courses, English 101
Composition I. The 22 Sample B students took the course.
Mankato State University, Mankato, Minnesota, is a
coeducational, state supported, multipurpose institution
that grants associate, ba.chelor' s, master' s, and specialist
degrees. Professional programs are offered in the liberal
arts, education, music, and business administration. Voca-
tional program.s are offered in dental hygiene, law enforce-
ment, and executive secretarial fields. It is accredited
by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.
Other professional accrediting a.gencies have recognized
various programs. Of the approximately 1500 freshmen who
entered fall quarter 1915, nearly 45 percent were men.
Approximately 30 percent. of all the students majored in the
arts and sciences, 15-20 percent in education, 15-20 percent
in business, and 5 percent in nursing and health services.
The other 25-35 percent inclUded vocational st.udents, unde-
cided students, pre"'professional students, and students
whose majors accounted for less than 5 percent of the student
body'S choices ..
The class of 1919 was chosen because three-year cumula-
tive GPA's, not just a one or two-year GPA, could be deter-
mined, and because the students would probably be on campus
spring quarter 1919 and avai.lable for interviews. Students
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who had earned seventeen or more quarter hours of credit
and were ,therefore, beyond the first quarter of their
fresh.man year before taking the CLEP-GE:E or the ACT
En9l ish usage test were excluded because their college oourse
work. could have affected their performances on these testS.
First quarter GPA's were determined because the ACT Assess-
ment is supposed to prediot those GPA's. Since the national
norms and cutting scores for the CLEP-GE's are based on a
student sample of college sophomores, a comparison of th.e
samples' performance as sophomores with one another and the
national sample was appropriate. A student's GPA at the
end of the junior year should be more representative of
academic performance than freshman or sophomore GPA be-
cause it is based on a greater number of courses and credit
hours.
In order that the samples be comparable, elements were
ma.tched by sex, by ma.jor area of study, an.d by ACT English
usage test scores. Complete demographic descriptions of
the samples are in Append.ix A and Appendix B.
(A variable not used in this stUdy but one which can be
used to match students is age. The students in Sample A
and Sample B were similar in age. In only five of the 22
pairs of students in this study was one of the two students
more than a year older than the other. Of that same five
only two were more than three years older.)
Because males and females perform differently on
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standardized tests and have performed differently on the
ACT' sand CLEP-GE' S I as discussed in the review of the
research previously, the first variable is gender. The two
samples have the same male to female ratios, 8. IlJales and
14 females. The male to femal·e ratios of the two samples
are not representative of the male-f~a1e ratio of the
class of 1979. Although they comprised approximat.elY 45
percent of the fall 1975 freshman class, males comprised
only 36 percent of Sample A and Sample B.
The percent of MED males taking the ACT:E, 44 percent,
approximates the percent of males in the freshman class but
it is higher than the 36 percent in the two samples. Of the
142 who took the CLEP-GE:E 27 percent were males, a per-
centage lower than the 36 percent of the samples.
In Sawyer's survey of the 1975 freshmen who took the
ACT tests approximately 48 percent of the 45,222 students
at 1,128 institutions 't"ere males. 1 This percentage is
higher than the 44 percent for all MSD maleS and the 36
percent in Samples A and B. In comparison to national and
MSU ACT:E figures, males in Samples A and B are underrepre-
sented.
The national norms for the CLEF-GE:E given on page 10
of the 1976 edition of CLEF Scores were based on the Bcores
of 2,582 sophomores; 53 peroent were males. The percent.age
1Sawyer, pp. 9, 1.
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of males in Sample A (36 percent.) was lower t.han the
nat.ional sample.
Because students in different disciplines d.o not. per-
form alike, as discussed previously, the second variable
is the students' choice of major fields of st.udy. The
majors of only 6 of the 22 pairs oomprising t.he samples
could not be matched exactly. The matches for t.hese 6 were
based on similarities presumed to be shared by student.s
whose majors were in such disciplines as the natural
sciences or humanities. For example, a theat.re major was
matched wit.h an art major and a computer science major was
matched with a biology major.
Table 3 shows the differences in percents between the
majors chosen by all MSU st.udents in the class of 1979 and
those chosen by Samples A and B. The samples had higher
percentages in the arts and scienoe and business, lower in
"others, n and. approximately the same percent in education
and nursing and the health sciences.
Since there may be a signifioant. difference in oomposi-
tion ability--the third variable--between those willing t.o
take the CLEP-GE in English Composit.ion and the balance of
the student. body, ACT Enqlish usage test soores were used to
identify students equal in that abilit.y. It was necessary
that t.hey be equally able sinoe isolating one differenoe
between them and determining if its presence had a null
effect was a major object.ive of this study. To determine
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if the two samples were equal in tbeir oomposition abi1i.ty
as measured by the ACT:E, the r ratio and .E test were applied
to their ACT:E scores.
TABLE 3
MAJORS CHOSEN BY 1975 MSU FRESH~mt>4 AliD
MAJORS CHOSEN BY SAMPLES A AND B
ilfajor
Arts and Sciences
Education
Business
Nursing and Health
Services
Others
Percent of 1975
MSU Freshmen
30%
15-20%
15-20%
5%
25-35%
Percent of
Samples A and B
41%
14%
27%
5%
14%
Source 1: I.... igures for all MSU students are based on a com-
puter printout provided by the Registrar's Office
in October 1978.
The F ratio was used to test the hypothesis that
s2 ~ Sb2.• With 21 degrees of freedom for the greater mean
a
square., an ! value of approximately 2.88 is needed to reject
the null hypothesis of variance homoqeneit.y at. the 0.10
level. Since F • 1.12,. t.he hypot.hesis of variance cannot
be reject.ed; t.he variances of Sample A and Sample Bare
comparable.
A pooled variance t model was used to t.est t.he hypothe-
sis that X
a
- Xl,. With 40 degrees of freedom a t value of
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2.021 is needed to reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05
level of confidence. Sinoe t- 0.844 and is not signifioant
at the 0.05 level, the hypothasis of equality cannot be re-
jected; the two samples are equally able.
Table 4 shows that the males and females in Sample A
had higher ACT:E mean soores than their counterparts in
Sample B although the difference is not statistically sig-
nificant. Both samples had higher means than the MBO
population.
TABLE 4
MEAN ACT:}?; SCORES OF ALL 1975 r~1S'O FRESHMEN
AND OF SAMPLE A AND SAMPLE B
Mean ACT:E
S.D.
N
~1ean ACT:E
S.D.
N
Mean ACT:E
S .. D.
N
Males
17.18
4.49
450
21.25
4.18
8
19.87
:3..82
8
Females
MSU
19.56
4.35
575
Sample A
22.71
2.71
14
22.14
2.45
14
Total
18.52
4.41
1025
22.18
3.39
22
21. 32
3 .. 21
22
Table 5 showe the mean ACT:E scores of the 1975 fresh-
men nationwide whom Sawyer surveyed. All six meanS for the
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two samples were higher than the three national means.
(The means for all MaU students were also higher than the
national means.)
TABLE 5
MEAN ACT IE SCORES OF ALL 1975 FRESHMEN
SURVEYED BY SAWYER
Mean ACT:E
S.D.
N
National
Males
16.9
5.3
21,631
National
Females
18.3
5.3
23,591
National
Total
17.6
5.3
45,222
Source: Richard L. Sawyer, College Student Profiles, 1976-
1977 ed. (Iowa Cit.y, Iowa: ACT, 1976), p , 10.
A comparison of the ACT:E scores of the two samples
with two subgroups in Sawyer's study provides additional
information on their representativeness. In the first
group were students enrolled nationwide in public colleges
that grant the mast.er' s degree, that is, colleges like MaO.
The data for these students are in Table 6. The means for
the samples were higher than for the national group. (MSO
students also had means higher than the national c;:rroup.)
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'fABLE 6
MEAN ACT:E SCORES FOR 1975 FRESHMEN NATIONWIDE ATTENDING
A PUBLIC COLLEGE GRANTING THE MASTER'S DEGREE
National, Public, Master's Level
Males Females Total
Mean ACT:E
S.D.
N
16.6
5.0
3,931
18.2
5.1
4,560
17.4
5.1
8,491
Source: Richard L. Sawyer, College Student Profiles, 1976-
1977 ed , (Iowa City, Iowa: ACT, 1976), p. 23.
In the second group were students enrolled in midwest
colleges, both Public and private, that, like MSO, grant the
master's degree. Table 7 has the data Sawyer reported on
these students. Both samples had higher male and fema.le
mean ACT:E soores than their midwest counterparts.. (MSU
males and the MSO total scored lower than the midwest qroup,
but the MSU females soored slightly higher .. )
CLEP-GE:E scores were available for only 20 of the 22
students in Sample A, 7 males and 13 females. The mean for
the sample was 529 .. 65 (S.D. 57.22) whereas the national mean
was 498 (S.D. 99). The mean for the males in the sample was
524 (S.D. 59 .. 40), and for females it was 532 .. 69 (S .. D.
55.17), nationally males' X· 482 (S.D. 98) and females'
X l!:!IlJ 516 (8. D. 98) .. 2 The means for the males and fema.les in
2e LE]? Scores, p. 10 ..
Sample A on the
t.he national means.
CLEP-GE~E were somewhat higher than
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TABLE 7
MEAN ACT:E SCORES OF 1975 FRESHMEN AT1'ENDINGA PUBLIC OR
PRIVATE MIDWEST COLLEGE GRANTING THE MASTER t S DEGREE
Mean ACT:E
S.D.
N
Midwest
Males
18.1
4.7
1,409
Midwest
Females
19.5
4.7
1,581
Midwest
Total
18.9
4.8
2,990
Source: Richard L. Sawyer, College Student. Profiles, 1976-
1977 ed , (10\'18 City, Iowa: ACT, 1976), p. 49.
Retrieval of the scores of MSO students on the CLEP-
GE's by computer search is not possible because they are
not s tared in the institution I s computer center. As a
consequence, no study of the MaU student meanS on the
CLEP-GE's was undertaken. 'rne representativeness of
Sample A I S performance on the CLEF-GE:E in terms of the MSU
population is not known.
In 1975 142 fall quarter freshmen were exempted from
first term freshman composition at Mankato State University
based on their CLEF-GE:E scores. Of these 142 just 40 had
also taken the ACT:E. Only 33 of the 40 completed their
junior year by earning at least 124 quarter hours of credit.
Three of the 33, even though exempted, choae to take
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freshman composition and were neceefJarily exoluded from t.he
sample. Matches for 8 of the remaining 30 students could
not be found. No student from the pool of ACTtE students
had a. major similar to or ACT:E score within a one to one and
a half standard error of measurement of any exempted student' s
AC'l':E score. Justification for using the standard error of
measurement for equating student composit.ion abilit.y is pro-
vided by the results of the!:. test and r ratio disoussed
previously.
The size of a sample is very important. The larger the
sample, the greater the probability it will be representa-
tive of the population from which it is drawn. The more
representative it is, the more oonfidence one can have in
the statistical analyses of it and the interpretations
those analyses predicate. Although sample size is
important, homogeneity oan be just as important. Given the
purposes and needs of this study, conclusions based on small,
homogeneous samples would be more tenable than those based
on larger, less homogeneous sam.ples.
The CLEP-GE: E at MaU
Or. Ross Alm, reoently retired Director of Admissions
at Mankato State University, described MSU'S policy re9a.r o.-
in9' the CLEP General Examinations in an interview on August
22, 1978. At that time MSU had been using the CLEP-GE's
for approximately five years.
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In order for the student to be waived orgrant.ed
credit, the only qualifioation is that he or she enroll at
MSU. All CLEP student.s have been high sohool graduates.
No CLEP credit iSliwardedin English if the student takes
the CLEP-GE:E aft.er or while taking English 101 Composit.ion
I.. Since the interview with Dr. Alm in 1978, the General
Education requirements in Communioations have been chanqad.
currently if a student is waived or granted <4 hours of
CLEP credit, his or her total Communioations requirement
of 9 quarter hours is reduced to five.. Exemption excuses
t.he student from one of the 3 three-hour courses that com...
prise Coltlmunicatione: English 101 CompOsition I, English
102 Composition II, or Speech Communication 100 Fundamentals
of Speech.. By earning 9 hours of credit, the student 1s
exempted from the Communications requirement of General
Education.
The cut.ting scores for the CLEP-GE:E at l~U are these:
4 hours of cred.it are waived for students scoring- at the
25th percentile (scale score of 429),4 hours of oredit are
awarded to students scoring at the 33rd percentile (soale
score 452) r 9 hours of credit are qranted at the 66th per-
centile (540). The national norms and cutoff scores used
by other inst!tutions were the baa is for the outoff scores
chosen by the Admissions Office. The faculty reviewed the
test but played no part in setting- the cutoff scores.
Al though no formal studies of the CLEP-GE' IS have been
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conducted by the inst.itution., Dr. AIm expressed satisfao-
tion in t.hem. He said that. CLEP students are aboV'e average
students whose dropout rate is substantially lower than
their peers. The empirical studies reviewed by Kreplin
sustain Dr. Alm's contention. Of the studies completed on
matched samples of etudents--matohed in background a.nd
ability--exempted students as opposed to students not
exempted generally have higher GPA's are more likely to
graduate, to graduate with honors, to attend '1raduate or
professional aehook , and are just as likely to participate
in extracurricrular activities. Studies not utilizing matched
samples show similar 1'e8ults. 3
As evidence of the ability of ~.(Su CLEP students, Dr.
A1m cited a memorandum he sent to the university's 1'e'1i8-
trar on Deoelll.ber 30, 1911. His non-random sample of 20
fall quarter freshmen who had earned 40 or more CLEP credits
scored above the 95th percentile on two standardized tests
and their mean GPA was 3.51. file 16 non-randomly sampled
£reshmen who had earned only 4 CLEF credits scored below the
50th percentile on the tests and their mean GPA was 2 .. 94 ..
Although he had no fiqures on how many students had
taken the CLEP-GE:E, how many were awarded credit, how much
credi t had been awarded, hO"'1 their gradas compared to non-
CLEP students', and how many took course work in or majored
3Kreplin, pp. 51-53 ..
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in the area subsequent. to takinq the test, Dr. Altn supported
the institution's use of the test and thought no changes
should be made.
English 101 Comeo:sition I at. MaU
Three sequential, cumulat.ive oourses comprise freshman
compos!tion at MSU. The first of them, English 101 Composi-
t.ion I, a one quarter, three oredit course, is the only com-
position course required for either the B.S. or B.A. degree.
Depending on the student's major and deqree program, Enqlish
102 Composition II might. also be required. Students may
choose to take the couese for a letter qrade or on a PassINo
Pass basis. A grade of C or hiqher is a PaslH a D or an F
- - -
is a No Pass. Usually 25-30 st.udents are enrolled in each
of the 30-40 sections offered each fall.
E.nqlish 101 at MSU would be labeled a dpract.ica.l" com-
position course by Rit.zba,ber. The major objective of the
course, according to the departmental syllabUS, is to help
the student gain the ability to write effective expository
and argumentative essays t.hat are unified, coherent, and
adequately developed. To develop the st.udent's ability to
think and write logically and clearly is a secondary objec-
t!ve • A handbook is used by most instructors to teach
qrarmnar, punctuation, diction, sentence and paragraph struc-
ture, and other elements of composition. A reader is
frequently used to provide models and topics for the stUdents'
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essays. The most popular readers foous on language or
rhetorical invention and arrangement. To help the
student develop the ability to write with originality and
honesty and the ability to edit and proofread one also
objectives of the course. Excluded from the departmental
syllabus for English 101 are the aotivities of readin.g
fiction, poetry, and drama, and writing a researoh paper.
Although there is general agreement on the objeotives
and content of the course among the inst.ructors, each has
considerable freedom of choice in what and how he or she
will teach. The instructor alone determines the course re-
quirements and sets the grading standards for his or her
sections. The length, nuniber, and types of writing assign-
ments are the instructor's choices. The instructor decides
whether or not to examine the students on their coursework.
To emphasize grammar and usage or to emphasize 10gio is his
or her decision. The instructor can spend the class time
lecturing, conducting writing laboratories, leading class
discussions, or doing anything else he or she deems worth-
while.. Each inst.ruotor has wide latitude when choosing
handbooks, workbooks, readers, and any other materials, and
when us ing t.hen\.
CHAPTfm IV
FINDINGS
CLEP-GE:E and ACT:! HYEotheses
The two statistical procedures used in this study to
determine whether to accept or reject the null hypotheses
were Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients and
analysis of covariance.. The level of confidence at Which
the null hypotheses were accepted or rejected was ;e< .. 05.
The casual reader of statistical studies is familiar with
correlation coefficients but perhaps not with the infre-
quently used analysis of covariance ..
As discussed elsewhere, one purpose of this study is
to examine the validity and cutting scores of the CLEP-GE:E.
Comparing the GPA of two groups, one that has taken the
test and been exempted from a freshman composition course
and one that has not, might result in data bearing on the
test's validity and cutting scores. Another purpose dis-
cussed elsewhere is to determine if taking or not taking a
composition course miqht have an impact on GPA. Composi-
tion ability, a factor related--presumably causally--to
exempti.on, might also have an impact on GPA. The impact it
can have could be confounded by the presence, or lack of it,
of a freshman composition course.
Because it combines elements of the t test, analysis
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of variance, and regression, analysis of covariance can do
more than tell if there is a differenoe in the GPA'sof
Sample A and Sample B. It can determine the magnitude and
direct.ion of the relat.ionship bet.ween the orit.erion vari-
able ,academic performance, and the control variable, com-
posit.ion ability.. In ad.dition, it. can adjust the criterion
variable score (GPA) for eaoh element in the samples a.nd
the mean criterion saore for each sample. TheSe adjustments
compensate for whatever disparity there may be between
control variable scores (ACT:E scores) for the elements and
t.he samples they belong to. F values are produced to deter-
mine if the mean differences in the adjusted scores are
signifioant.
Had the t test been used to determine if there were
any significant differences in GPA's between the two
samples, the results might have been misleading. A t test
can show as significant mean differences that analysis of
covariance might not shaw as significant. The contrary can
also ocscuz , Differences in the oontrol variables for two
samples, even those that appea.r slight, can have a measur-
able effect on the significance of mean differences. Al-
though the t~10 samples were equated in composition ability,
differences in their GPA's might. have been exaggerated had
the effect of the control variable not been taken into
account.
All but one hypothesis for this study can be placed in
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one of two categories. In the first are null hypotheses
for the correlations between test Soores and GPA t S for the
two samples individually. In the second are the null
hypotheses for differences Ln the mean GPA' s of the two
samples.
Category I. Hypotheses Subject.ed t.o Analysis by Pearson
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
There is no relationship between CLEF-CE:E
soores and first quarter GPA's for MSU
students whose performanoe on the CLEP-GE:E
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relationship between CLEP-GE:E
scores and fresltman year GPA's for ~~U
students whose perfo:oaanoe on the CLEP-CE 2E
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relationship 'between CLEP-GE:E
scores and sophomore year GPA's for MStJ
students whose performance on the CLEP-GEsE
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relationship between CLEP-GE:E
scoxee and junior year GPA' 13 for t4SU
students whose performance on the CLEP-GE:E
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relationship 'between ACT:E
scores and first quarter GPA's for ~mo
stUdents whose performance on the CLEP-GE:E
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relat.ionship between ACT:E
scores and freshman year GPA' s for r-1SU
students whose performa.nce on the CLEp....GE:E
exempted them from English 101.
There is no relationship between ACT:E
scareS and sophomore year GPA's for MSU
students \\Those perfo:rmance on the CLEP-GE: E
exempted them from :English 101.
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h. There is no relationship between ACT:E
scores and junior year GPAt 8 for MSU stu-
dents whose performance on the CLEP-GE:E
exempted them from English 101.
L, There is no relationship between. ACT:E
scores and English 101 Composition grades
for MSU students not exempted from the
course.
j. There is no relationship between ACTIE
scores and first quarter OPA's for MSU stu-
dents who took English 101.
k , There is no relationship between ACT:E
scoreeand frestunan year GPA' s for MSU
students who took English 101.
1. There is no relationship between ACT:E
scores and sophomore year GPA' s for ~i.SU
students who took English 101.
m, There is no relationShip between ACT:E
scores and junior year GPAls for MSU
students ",ho took English 101.
Category II. Hypotheses Subject to an Analysis of Covariance
a.. There is no difference between the mean
first term GPAls of two student (jroups:
first, MSl1 students exempted from English
101 by their performance on the CLEP-GE:15,
second, ~.mU students \<Jho took English 101.
b. There is no difference between the mean
freshman year GPA's of two stud.ent groups:
first, t-1S11 students exempted from English
101 by their performance on the CLEP....GE:Er
second, MBU students who took English 101.
c. There is no difference between the mean
sophomore year GPA's of t\'1O student groups:
first, MSU students exempted from English
101 by their performance on the CLEP-GE:El
second, MSU students who took English 101.
d. There no difference between the mean
junior year GPA's of two student groups:
first, MaO students exempted from English
10 1 by their performance on t.l-te CLEP-GE::8 1
second, MSU students who took English 101 ..
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The null hypothesis that stands out of the two cate-
gories stat.es, "There is no relatio.nship bet.ween the CLIP-
GE:E scores and ACT:E scores of M.SO students whose CLEP-
GE:E performance exempted them from English 101 ....
Results of CLIP-GEIE andACT:E Hypotheses
The results of the oorrelation analyses of t.he hypothe-
ses in Categ-ory I are given in the t.hree t.ables below.. As
shown by Table 8 none of the four null hypotheses of the re-
lationships between CLEP-GE:E scores and GPAts for MSO
students exempted from English 101 can be rejected at the
.05 level of confidenoe. The four correlations are extremely
low.
TABLE 8
SAMPLE A (N == 20) CLEP-GE:E AND GPA
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
r
CLEP-GE:E Score va , First Quarter GPA
CLE.P-GE:E Score vs , Freshman GPA
CLEP-GE:E Score va. Sophomore GPA
CLEP-GE:E Score vs. Junior GPA
*12.>·05
.124*
.103*
.122*
.. 134*
Table 9 shows that none of the four hypotheses of the
relationships between AC'l':E scoree and GPA's for MSU students
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exempted from English 101 can be rejected at the .05 level.
The first two of the correlations are very low; the third
and fourth a.re low.
TABLE 9
SAMPLE A (N a 22) ACT:E AND GPA CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
r
ACT :E Score va • Pirst Quarter GPA
ACT :E Score VB. Freshman GPA
ACT:E Score VB
·
Sophomore GPA
ACT :E Score va • Junior GPA
.211*
.190*
.357*
.403*
Table 10 shows that three of the null hypotheses for
MSU students who took English 101 must be accepted but two
must be rejected. The three null hypotheses of the rela-
tionships between ACT:E scores and English 101, first
quarter, and freshman GPAI S cannot be rejected at the .05
level of confidence.. The first correlation is very low,
the third is low, and the second is moderat.e. The null
hypotheses of no relationships between ACT:E scores and
sophomore and junior G:PA' is must be rejected at the .. 05
level. Both correlations are moderate.
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TABLE 10
SAMPLE B (N -22) ACT:E AND GPA CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
ACT: E Score VB. Eng-lien 101 GPA
ACT:E Score VB. Firet Ouarter GPA
ACT:E Score VB. Freshman GOA
ACT:E Score VB. Sophomore GPA
ACT:E Score va. Junior GPA
*p>.05
**£< .05
.224*
.404*
.357*
.476**
The r for the relationship identified in the null hypoth-
esis that is the exception is .596. It is significant at
the .01 level of oonfidence. The null hypothesis is re-
j.ectedJ the correlation of CLEP-GE::E scores with ACT:E scores
for MSU students exempted from English 101 is moderate and
typical.
The four null hypotheses tested by analysis of covari-
ance produced the adjusted mean GPA' s for Sample A and
Sample B reported 1n Table 11. Each sample had an N of 22.
The mean ACT:E Bcore for Sample A was 22.18 and for Sample
B it waSil 21.32. The adjustment lowered Sample A'S mean GPA's
e1 thar .02 or .0:3 and raised Sample B' s the same amounts.
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TABLE 11
UNADJUSTED AND ADJUSTED MEAN GPA'S OF SAMPLE A
AND SAMPLE B
First Quarter
Sample A
Sample B
Freshman
Sample A
Sample 13
Sophomore
Sample A
Sample 13
Junior
Sample A
Sample B
Unadjusted GPA
3.44
3.10
3.42
3.40
3.09
3.39
:3.09
Adjusted GPA
3.42
3.12
3.40
3.09
3.37
3.12
3.36
3.12
Two of the null hypotheses tested by analysis of 00-
variance were accepted and two were rej.ected at the .05
level of confidence. The results of the tests by analysis
of covariance are shown in the four tables below.
Table 12 shows that there 1s no significant difference
between the mean first term GPA's of Sample A and Sample B.
The null hypothesis is accepted.
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TABLE 12
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF FIRST TERM MEAN GPAtS or
SAMPLE A AND SAI<J1PLE B WITH ACT: E AS THE COVARIANCE
Residuals
Source of
Variation
Between
Within
Total
*12.> .05
Degrees of
Freedom
1
41
42
Sum of
Squares
.93
11.16
12.09
t1.ean
Square
.93
.27
F
3.44*
Table 13 shows that there is a significant difference
between the mean freshman GPA' s of Sample A and Sample B.
The null hypothesis is rejected. The mean GPA of Sample A
was higher as indicated earlier in Table 11.
TABLE 13
ANALYSIS 01'" COVARIANCE OF FRESHMAN r.tEAN GPA' S OF SAMPLE A
AND SAMPLE B WITH ACT:E AS Tltil: COVARIANCE
t-1ean
SquareSource ofVariation
Between
l>lithin
Total
Degrees of
Freedom
1
41
42
Residuals
Sum of
Squares
1.18
11.44
12.62
1.18
.28
F
4.21**
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Table 14 shows that there is no significant. difference
between mean sophomore GPA's of Sample A and sample B. The
null hypothesis is accepted.
TABLE 14
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF SOPHOMORE MEAftI GPA'S OF
SAMPLE A AND SAMPLE B WIm ACT: E AS THE COVARIANCE
F
l-iean
Square
Residuals
Sum of
Squares
Degrees of
Freedom
Source of
Variation
Between
Within
Total
1
41
42
.71
S.SS
9.29
.71
.21
3.30*
Table 15 shows that there is a significant difference
between mean junior GPA I s of Sample A and Sample B. The
null hypothesis is rejected. The mean of Sample A was higher
as indicated before in Table 11.
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TABLE 15
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF JUNIOR MEAN GPA'S OF SAMPLE A
AND SAc\1PLE B WITH ACT 1 E AS TIlE COVARIAt'l1CE
Mean
Square
Source of
Variation
Between
Within
Total
Degrees of
Freedom
1
41
42
Residuals
Sum of
Squares
.70
6.93
.70
.17
F
4.12*·
Interpretation o.f the Results of the
.. ACT:!: and CLEP-GE:E fIypotheses
None of the correlations of CLEP-GE:Escores with OPA's
for Sample A is significant at the .05 level. Each of the
four null hypotheses that state there is no relationship
between CLEP-GE:E scores and GPA' s is accepted. The four
correlations all show little relationship between the pre-
dictor and criterion. Prediction based on these correla-
tiona would be ba.rely better than cnance , The index of
forecasting efficiency for the median correlation is less
than I percent and the coefficient of determination is 1-2
percent. The researchers cited in the review of the litera.-
ture, however, reported low to moderate correlations that
could be useful.
Although the four correlations have little predictive
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value ,the CLEP-GE:E cannot be said to lack conitent valid-
ity. Correlat.ions for small, hom.ogeneous aamples that
limit the range of student ability and performa.nce are
usually low or very moderate. Sample A is typical of such
samples.. In addition, curriculum and sex biases m.ay have
occurred in the sampling.
Like the four null hypot.heses for CLEP....GE:E Scores and
GPA's,the four for AC'r:E scores and ClPA's for Sample A
cannot be reject.ed at the .05 level. However, all four are
higher than the correlations of t.he CLEP-GE IE wi1:h GPA IS.
The two extremely low correlat.ions of AC!':E scores with first
quarter and freshman GPA I fa increase prediction to just two
to three percentage points beyond chance. The 10'" correla-
tions of ACT:E scores with sophomore and junior GPA's show
definite but small relationshi.ps that could be useful in
predict.ing grades.
The ACT:!:. has great.er content and predictive validity
than the CLEP-GE: E. It is a better predictor of academic
performanoe. It. is better at identifying those e1.ements of
st.andard written English and expository prose that correlate
with GPA. Cut.ting scores based on ACT:E norms could be used
with greater confidence than those based on the CLEP-GE:E.
The null hypotheses for the correlations of the four
GPA's wit.h ACT:E sccxes for Sample A have their cQunterpart.s
in sample B. The correlati.ons of first quarter and freshman
GPA with ACT:E scores for Sample A are extremely 10w and
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without predictive value. But for Sample B t.hey are low
and have predictive value. The correlations of sophomore
and junior GPA' II with ACT:E soares for Sample A are low.
The same correlations for Sample B were moderat.e. The
ACT:E was a better predictor of GPA for Sample B than for
Sample A.
None of the researchers cited in the 1iterature re-
ported a correlation as loW' as the correlation of first
quarter GPA with ACT: E scores for sample A. The same corre'"
lation for Sample B is like that found by some researchers
but not as high 8£1 the moderate correlat.ions given by others.
The correlation of freshman GPA '41th ACT:E scores for Sample
A is also lower than that reported by other researchers,
but for Sample B the correlation is similar to those re-
ported by most researchers. The correlations of sophomore
and j.unior GPA t s with ACT:E scores for both Sample A and B
are like those reported by other researchers.
Generally speaking, the correlations of ACT:E scores
with English qrades cited in Chapter II were either low or
moderate,· j.ust as they were for the CLEP-GE:E and Enqlish
GPA correlations. The very loW' correlation of English 101
qradee with /JI..CT:E scores reported in this study can be
at.tributed part.ially to t.he small, homogeneous sample and
partially to test and GPA unreliability and invalidity.
The English 101 GPA for Sample B might have been higher or
lower had four students not taken the course on a PassINo
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Pass bas is.. The P' s they earned were computed as £" B.. A
difference in grades might have changed the!. and acoeptance
of the null hypothesis. '.t'he index of forecasting effioiency
for the correlation of .224 is 3 percent. and the coefficient
of determination is 5 percent. When isolated and applied
to a sa.mple such as Sample a, the ACT:E is a poor predictor
of academic performance.
Only one of the six correlations given by Hanson and
Moughamian and others was close to the moderate r of .. 596
for CLEP-GE:E and ACT:E scores for Sample A.. All the
others were high or very high. Although none of the flve
correlations reached the r of .. 90 that is used to establlsh
test reliability, those strong correlations suqqest the two
tests are not as discrete as their wrlters miqht claim.
The correlation determined in this study, however, would
gratify the test writers because it shows the tests not to
be equlvalent. That the cOntent of the two is dlfferent is
additionally evidenced by the hiqher correlations of ACT:E
scores with GPA' s than of CLEP-GE:E scores with GPA' til for
sample A..
The first hypothesis based on analysis of covariance is
accepted.. There is no siqnifioant differenoe between the
first term: OPA's of Sample A and Sample B. Whether the
composition students would have had first term OPAls not
significantly different from those exempted had they not taken
English 101 cannot; be determined.. Because the two samples
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were shO\-In to be equivalent in compos.ition &bil!ty, and
because no change in Sample B' S oompoeition &bil i ty as ~e
result of taking the course wa.s established, the role ot
freshman composition remains unclear.
The second hypothesis based on analysis of covariance
is rejected. There is a signifioant difference between
the freshman GPA'II of Sample A and Sample B1 the GPA of
Sample A was higher. Taking a freshman oomposition course
might have affected the freshman GPA of sample A. But
because their GPA was higher, it cannot be assumed that not
taking English 101 worked to their disadvantage. Oespite
studying standard written English and expository prose in
English 101, the students in Sample B had a significantly
lower freshman GPA. Whether it. would have been higher,
even lower, or the same had they not taken the course cannot,
once a.gain, be determined.
Like t.he first null hypothesis based on analysis of
covariance, the third i8 accepted.. There is no significant
difference in t.he sophomore GP1\ I s of Sample A and B. Fresh-
man composition has no identifiable impact on this GPA.
Like the second, 1:he fourth hypOthesis based on analysis 0 f
covariance is rejected.. Thera is a significant difference
betwaen t.he junior GPA' s of Sample A and B. The same
inference can be drawn from rejection of this null hypothe-
sis as from rejection of the other, freshman composition
has no discernible impact on junior GPA.
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None of these four null hypotheses gives evidence that
the CLEP-GE:E laoks predictive valldityor that the national
out.tinq scores are inappropriate for MSU students.. The
GPA's of Sample A were either no different from or higher
than Sample B' s , No inferenoes regarding a oause and. effeot
relationship bet.ween freshman oomposition and GPA' soan be
drawn based on acceptanoe or rejection. of the four analysis
of covariance null hypotheses.. The role of freshman composi-
tion remains ambiguous.. Perhaps teaohers do not t.each and
students do not learn about composition in a first term
freshman composition course. Perhaps grades in other courses
are not inf1uenoed by what is tauqh.t and learned. in it.
Questionnaires
To provide complementary information on the role of
freshman composition or exemption from it and the claims of
ETS regarding the CLEP-GE in English Composition and the
claims of the college composition teaohers regarding their
courses, the two samples were polled. Copies of the cover
letters and questionnaires are included in Appendix c.
Durin.g spring quarter 1979, one questionnaire 'tfaa mailed
to the students in Sample A and another to those in Sample B.
To encourage returns, a $1 .. 00 fast food franchise gift
certificate was included with each cover letter, question-
naire, and stamped, self-addressed return envelope. The
cover letters were typed on MSU English Department letter
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heads.. within six weeks 36 usable questionnaires were re-
turned, 21 from Sample A and 15 from Sample B. The return
rate for Sample A was 95 percent, for Sample a it was 68
percent, and for the two together it was 82 percent. Only
one person in Sample A,a female, failed to return her
questionnaire.. Three males and four females failed to re-
turn the Sample B questionnaire but the male-female per-
centage answering it--33 percent. ma.les and 67 percent
females--was near the total sample percentage of 36 perce.nt
males and 64 percent females.. The number of students choos-
ing anyone of the answers to the multiple-choice questions
is given in Appendix C.
tlhen the number of respondents to each question waB
being recorded, two flaws in the design of the questionnaire
became appaxent., First, the students were not told to
choose only one answer for each question.; consequently, the
N for eome questions exceeds the N of those returning the
questiom1.aire.. Second, freshInan composition was not more
specifically identified as "first quarter freshman composi-
tion. n
questionnaires shared some questions but differences
in the samples necessitated differences in most of the ques-
tions.. Besides the usual demographio information on gender,
or, c it hours earned, and GPA,opinions on eight areas
were elicited:
1. ~'he students' assessment of their writing ability
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2. The students ' assessment of the impaotof their
writing ability on their GPA'.
3 • The exempted student.s· opinion of exemption
4.. The exempted students I assessment of their need
for freshman composition
5. The exempted students' opinion of the efficacy
of the CLEP-GE:E
6. The exempted students' opinion of the ItlSU cutting
scores
7. The freshman composition students I assessment of
the impact of freshman composition on their writing
ability
8. The freshman composition students I opinion of
freshman composition
Responses to the six opinion questions were given on a
five-point scale. Number eleven was an open-ended request
for c omraerrt.s on exemption from Sample A and on freshman
composition from Sample B.
The responses to questions in some areas can be com-
pared for the two samples; answers to others can be compared
separately with aitlier the teachers' or ETS's c1aims. No
statistical tool such as Chi square could be used to
analyze the results of the questionnaire because the samples
were too small ..
Questionnaire Results
lo1ost of the students in Sample A thought tb,emselves
decidedly able ~Jriters according to their responses to ques-
tion numbez' f Lve , Six of the 21 (29 percent) ranked them-
selves among the ablest of all students and 11 (52 percent)
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judged themselves better able than most. Two (10 percent.)
put themselves in the average group C'm.Q two others (10 per-
cent) put themselves in the least able group.
The question from SampleB most like question number
five on the Sample A questionnaire was number six.. Number
six asked the composition students how able they were to
write after tak.ing freshman composition. Unlike the Sample
A students none from Sample B ranked himself or herself
among the most able. The same number, 11, but a higher per-
centage, 73 percent, judged themselves better able than
most. Twenty-seven percent from Sample B (N Ill:l 4,) thought
themselves average in contrast to 10 percent from Sample A..
Unlike the two in Sample A, none in Sample B judged himself
or herself among the least able.
A comparison of the responses of Sample B to questions
number five and six can indirectly reveal the students'
opinion of the impact of freshman composition on their
ability to write.. None ranked himself or herself among the
ablest before or after takinq freshman composition. The
number of those who thought themselves better able than most
increased from 8 (53 percent) to 11 (73 percent).. Two
(13 percent) thought themsalves less able before taking
freshman composition; however, none thought. so after taking
freshman composition.
Both samples were asked what impact their writing abil-
ity had on their performance in their courses (questions
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numbersbc and seven). A higher percentage of Sample A
students than Sample 13 thought writing ability had a
t.remendous or significant impact, 81 percent versus 47 per-
oene , None in Sample A thought the impact moderate but. 40
percent in Sample B d.id.. The combined percentages for each
sample, 19 percent versus 13 percent, for litt:.le ana. no
impact were similar ..
Seventy-six percent (N == 16) of tho exempted students
thought exemption was either right or definitely right. (que
tion number seven). Fourt.een percent (N == 3) t.hought
exemption either not right or definltely not right.. Con....
sistent with their opinion of exemption was their appraisal
of the value freshman composition would have had for them
(question number eight).. Sixty-four percent (N. 14) thou<j
freshman composition would have had little or no value.
Twenty-t.hree percent (N == 5) thought it. would have had oen-
siderable or outstandinq value.
None from Sample A judged the CLEP-GE:E to be a
thorough and precise measurement of writing ability.. Fort~
one percent (N D 9) thought it proficientJ 27 percent (N ==
thought it adequate J and 32 percent. (N == 7) thought it had
occasional gaps or was plainly deficient. To complement
their opinion of the validity of the CLEP-GE:E they gave b
question nine, question ten asked for their opinion of the
cutting scores. Forty-one percent (N = 9) thought ~he
scores should be higher or siqn1ficantly higher. aalt (50
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percent, N =: 11) thought tbemadequate. Nine percent
(N = 2) thought they should be lower but none thoug-ht they
should be significantly lower.
Sample B was asked three questions about freshman com-
position. In response to question eight, nearly half (47
percent, N c 7) thought freshman composition was either
right or dafinitely right for them.. Thirteen percent (N == 2)
thought it was not right, 40 peroent (N .. 6) thought it
neither good nor bad. Questions nine and ten asked the
students whether the content of freshman composition was too
repetitious or too difficult. Sixty percent (N = 9) thouqht
freshman composition seldom repea.ted or only occasionally re-
peated what they had already learned. One-third (33 percent,
N 0= 5) said it. repeated half the time. Seven pe.rcent
(N == 1) said it usually repeated. Thirteen out of the fif-
teen respondents (87 percent) thought the course work was
seldom too difficult. The other two (13 percent) said it
was too difficult about half the time.
Interpret.ation of Questionnaire Results
The interpretations given below are conditional and
lim!ted.. Based as they are on the responses of small, non-
representative samples to quest.ionnaires not subjected to
rigorous stat.istical analysis, the inferences and implica ....
tions abstracted from the students' opinions should be
viewed with caution. The information has merit but only if
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duly qualified.
Generally speaking, both ETS and the oomposition
teachers should be pleased with the results of the ques-
tionnaires. The grades the students earned t particu.larly
those of Sanlple At lend credence to the opinions they
expressed.
The students in Sample A had a decidedly higher opinion
of their composition ability than those in Sample B. Not
only did Sample A differ sharply with Sample B on this
question, the majority of Sample A, in contrast. to less
than half in Sample B, thought writing ability very impor-
tant in academic performance. The two null hypotlleses tha.t
were rejected because they did ehow Sample A to have
significantly higher GPA's (jives credence to the samples'
assessments of their writing ability a.nd its impact on
their GPA's.
The composition teachers can take satisfacti.on in the
value Sample A students attribute to composition ability and
ETS can take satisfaction in the performance of t:he students
who were exempted by its test.
ETS clain'U:~ that because of exemption students save
time and money and their college educations are not incom-
plete or enervated. The majority of Sample A students
concurred. One out.-of-state student claimed t.o have saved
over $400 in t.uition.. Eight of the 22 students in Sample A
graduated two to three quarters before their peers in
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Sample B; only one from, Sample B graduat.ed early. Several
said that being exempted prevented their being bored or dis-
couraged. By not taking freshman composition, the Sample A
students were able to take more classes of greater personal
interest. Choosing a major and oompleting more than one
were abetted by exemption.
Just 3 out of 21 Sample A students were not supportive
of exemption. In the only study other than Casserly' s that
surveyed students and. elicited their opinion of the CLEP-
GE·s, Caldwell found that 13 percent of his sample believed
they had experienced academic difficulty as a result of
eliminating courses by CLEP a.nd 32 percent said CLEl? had
harmfu.l effects. 1 None of the Sample A students mentioned
any of the disadvantages of earning credit by examination
identi fied in the studies of student opinion reviewed by
Kreplin. The disadvantages included strains 011 one IS
health, pressures to perform, and limits on one's sooial
life. Not haVing contact with the instructors of the
courses they ~1ere exempted from and not having the oppor-
tunity to mature intellectua.lly were additional disadvant-
ages the students identified. 2
The Sample A students did not Viet4 exemption and
lEdward Caldwell, "'In-College Effects of Acoeleration
by Examination, II ,Journal of College Student Personnel,
XVIII (September 1971), 402 •
, . 47-50.
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freshman composition as being diametrically opposed., one
having merit. and one not.. Almost one-fourth thought fresh-
man compos Ltion could have been of considerable or out-
standing value to them. In res·ponse to question eleven,
many said freshman composition is necessary and valuable,
particularly if the oourse focuses on writing not on
grammar or literature. Two students expressed mild regret
about not taking freshman oomposition, but two others
lamented and said no one should be excused from college com-
posit.ion coursework. Many students in Sample A said
exemption is sound only if the student has had a strong back-
ground in English, usually made possible by taking aoceler-
ated or demanding high school oomposition and rhetoric
courses.
In their responses. to question nine, sample A students
appear to be in agreement with those who believe the content
B.nd predictive validity of the GE:E is suspect. Like some
of the respondents to Casserly' s and Caldwell's question-
naires on the CLEp....GE· s, one-third of Sample A doubted the
effioaoy of the CLEp....GE:E as a measurement of writing
ability. The strongest student objection to credit by
examination was to the oonstruction and quality of the
examinations and their relationship to the courses the stu-
dents were exempted from according to the studies Kreplin
reviewed.) Two students suggested another or additional
3Kreplin, pp. 47-50.
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test should be given. But two others prairsed the CLEP-GE:E
as a good test of "basic grammar." One student thought
even the best writers were challenged by the test.
Based on their responses to his questionnaire, Caldwell
concluded, "Some students thought that the performance
level fororedi t was too low, leading them to think they
were highly competent in an area, a belief that proved
wrong in subsequent coursework. If 4 Caldwell's stUdents and
investigators such as Archer and Nickens who have expressed
doubt about the CLEP-GE: E cutting scores are joined by
several Sample A students. Almost as many believe the cut-
off scores should be raised as believe they should remain
the same. The student who saved $400 said the scores should
be higher because he was able to score at the 25th percentile
"by primarily guessing • . . .
Even though none of the student.s in Sample B ranked
himself or herself among the ablest of all writers, the oom-
position t.eachers were sustained in their claim for tne
impact freshman composition can have. After ta.king fresh-
man composi tion, none thought himself less than average in
ability as did two in Sample A, and nearly three-fourths
thought themselves bett.er than average. Nearly one-half
of Sample B thought freshman composition right for them
whereas only two of the fifteen did not think it right. In
4nln-college Effects," p. 402.
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their study of freshman compositi.on and standardized tests
of wr i tinq, Hackman and Johnson also found st.ronq sUPPOrt
for freshman English among' students. Of those Yale fresh-
men surveyed, "about 80% ••• with English felt that
English improved their writing_"5 Although most of 1:.;'e
students were supportive, there was no significant differ-
ence in the quality of the essays written by those who took
a fa11 term English course and t110se Who did not. 6 Those
who took the cour-se that SAT verbal scores equivalent. to those
who did not.?
Despite the fact that Sample B's GPA's were either no
different from or significantly 10'lf,er than Sample A' 55, the
compos!tion teachers' claims fo·r freshman composition,
especially when coupled with Sample A's regard for it, have
been given credence by Sample B' s response to the question-
naira.
".rwo of the nine stUdents who responded to question
eleven and commented on their freshman composition courses
said freshman composition was the most valuable of all their
general education courses.. Contrarily, five complained about
the content of the course or lack of irtstruction by the
5JUdith D. Hackman and Paula Johnsof't, Yale Colleg:El
FreshmensHowWell Do TheyWri.te? . (New Haven, Connecticut:
Ya1aUnrve£~irtY~--Auguit-lsri6),p .. 15 (ERIC 1;0 140 75)).
6Hackman and Johnson, p .. 17 ..
'Hackman and Johnson, p. lB.
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teacher. Differences in grading standards arnonq instruo-
tors and their emphasis on either expository or narrative
writing distressed the students. Some oom.plained they wrote
too much; others said they wrote not at all. The students
wanted more attention paid to writing essay examinations,
term papers, and resumes.
Although their responses to questions nine and ten
generally indicated the Sample B students found freshman
composition course work somewhat repetitious and not diffi-
cu1t, their written comments indicate concern about what
should be and is taught in freshman composition.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The claim by ETS, the producer of the CLEP-GE:E, and
CERB, its sponsor, that their test is valid and the national
cutti.ng scores appropriate has been supported in part by
this stUdy. The claim by college composition teachers that
a freshman composition course affects academic performance
has been given limited support.
The strongest support for ETS and CEES in this study
was provided by the results of the tests of null hypotheses
by analysis of covariance. The exempted students performed
academically as well as or significa.ntly better than their
non-exempted peers. The cutting scores were apparently
set neither too high nor too low for MSU students. In their
responses to their questionnaire, the majority of Sample A
students expressed satiSfaction in exemption and the
several advantages and benefits they enjoyed as a result of
being exempted.
Earlier studies such as Christensen IS, Losak a.nd Lin.' s I'
and Hanson's gave evidence that appropriate cutting scores
can be set and exemption need not 1.mpair one' s college educa-
tion. The low to moderate correlations of CLEP-GE:E scores
with cumulat.ive GPA's and English course grades cited in
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previous studies were typioal of those for a test of 1ts
type.
The strongest support for the composition teachers 'Wa.s
not GPA but the resultaof the quest.ionnaires of' both
samples. Although the Sample A students had greater con-
fidence in their writing ability and a more pronounced be-
lief in its impaot on academic performance than Sample B
students, both samples were generally supportive of fresh-
man composition. Most Sample B students saw themselves
improve as a result of taking freshman composition, and
most thought the oourse met their needs.
The most telling indictments of the CLEP-G.E:E made in
this study were against its content valid.ity and cutting
soares. Lik.e the st.udents in Casserly' s and. Caldwell's
studies, enough Sample A students expressed doubt in the
original CLEP....GE tE as a mellUlIure of writing ability and means
of exempting students to wt1rrant close analysis of the cur-
rent test's content validity and cutting scores. As the
studies reviewed by Kreplin show, the source of greatest
student dissat.isfaction with credit by examination is the
cont.ent validii:y of the examination.
Archer and Nickens t Caldwell, Rudolph and Swnmers ques-
tioned the item selection and diffioulty of t.he items.
Several items were not college level, and the test. did not
measure t.he ability of the student to oompose. The revised
CLEP-GE:E may have greater content validity beoause it
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purports to have reduced the number of error reoo<]n1t1.on
i temsand increased the number of 1tems bearing on the oom-
posit.ion process.. Inclusion of an essay sect,ionshould
overcome the resistance of those who demand a sample of
the studentts writing in any t.est of composition ability .•
The cutting scores on the original CLEP-GE:E face three
serious charges.. The first: is Caldwell· s aharge that the
test is a fatuous assessment of student writing and its
superficiality cloaked by the conversion of the raw seore/
formula score to a percentile ranking.. The second is Archer
and Nickens charge that ETS failed to norm the CLEP-GE:E
properly by correlating soores and grades for the national
sample.. The third is the charge that JETS has acted irre-
sponsibly in not verifying the existence of soore qains--if
any--on the test. If a pote.ntial user of the revised version
finds that it has been normea as badly and its cutting scores
established aa questiona};)ly as for the oriqin81, he or she
woul.d have ample reason for rejecting it ..
Althouqh it is the topic of most statistioal stu.dies
on the CLEP-GE IE, predictive validity is not by itself
irrefutable evidence of the test' s \forthiness.. Like the
correlation studies reviawed in Chapter II, the analyses of
covariance in this study partially and obliquely yie1d
credibility to the test.. The findings of these studi.es can
oontribute to a decision to use it, they are not,. however,
dependable and precise witnesses to the test's merit and
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should not be used exclusively. GPA validity and reliabi1-
1ty, test validity and reliability, indices of foreoasting
efficiency ,and coefficient.s of determination as discusseD
in Chapt.er II are all factors t.hat. must be taken into
account when F ratios andr values are used to make deci-
sions regarding t.he CLEP....GE:E.
The most telling indictments against freshman composi-
tion in this st.udy were the GPA's of Sample B students and
their thoughts on the content of their composition courses
and the quality of t.he instruction they received. Uad the
instruction and emphasis in the course been different, the
CPA t s of the Sample B stUdents might have been higher as
the teachers would like to claim. A course focusing on
rhetoric or logio (a Kitzhaber tt liberal" course) might ha.ve
been more helpful than one focusing on grammar, usage, and
punctuation (a Kitzhaber "practical" oourse). If the stu-
dents had received more effective in.struction, their opinion.s
about composition might. have been more positive and their
GPA 'ill higher. Despit.e t.he sophistication of analyais of
oovariance, isol8.t.1119 one course and asking it t.o ahow an
impact. on sixty others may have been an unreasonable d.emand.
I f the student.s had taken both Composit.ion I and composi ....
tion II, t4hich requires more and better writinc;; t.han
Composition I and provid.es instruction in special areas like
writing essay tests, the impact of freshman composi.tion on
academic performance might have been sigllifica.nt.
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Why stude.nts who were equa.l in composItion ability and
who received composition instruction did not have GPA' s
aqua.l to and graduate as early as their peers might not be
explained by their pot.ential or their course work. More
crucial than the results of anyone test or course might be
the personality of the studen.t, his or her needs and desires ..
Exempted stud.ents may be more intellectually curious, ambi-
tious, goal oriented, and harder working than non-exempted
students. Neither exemption nor freshman composition may be
very important to a student f s academic perfor:mance.. Stu-
dents who seek exemption may be highly motivated students
whose exemption reenforces their motivation.
Recommendations
The ACT:E should be considered as a. replacement for
the CLEP--GE tE. The predict.ive and cont.ent validity of the
ACT: E is actual to that of the CL,EP....GE:E as shown by the
~
studies reviewed previously; the ria for ACT:E scores and
aomposition course grades and the !'-'6 for CLEP"'GErE scores
and composition grades both ranged from very low to It'toder-
at.e.. correlat.ions between ACT:E scores 'J'idth grades and
CLEP-GE tE scores with grades for the two small but homo-
geneous samples in this st.udy demonstrat.e t.hat for MSt)
students taking both t.est.s is a redundancy., Thecorrela-
tiona of GPA'S with CLEP-CErE sccrea for Sample A were
extremely low whereas t.he r'a of ACT:E scores with GPA were
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very low t.o low. The same ACT:Eoorrelations for Sample B
were low to moderate. This study has shown that the ACT:!
i.1I a better predictor of GPA than the CLEP-GE:E. The
interpretation of the resultaof the null hypotheses in
Chapter IV explain Why it is superior.
It is the recommenda.tion of this researoher that the
English de.partment faculty at MSU consider adopting the
ACT:E for exempting studenes from English 101 Compos.ition I
and English 102 Composition II.
The first st.ep in their consideration should be an
analysis of the content of the ACT:E. 'rhe ieems on the
ACT:E must correspond in kind and diffiCUlty to the contene
of English 101 and Engli.sh 102. If the test possesses con-
tent validity, staeistical analyses should be conducted to
determine if it has predictive validlty. If the correla-
tions of the students' ACT:! scores with composition GPA's
are statiseically significant, predictive validi1:y will
have been established. In part coneent validity will also
have been est.ablished. Evidence of the predictive validity
of the ACT:E based on any criterla other than grades in these
'tWo courses would be irrelevant beoause it is freshman com-
pos i tion not the freshman or sophomore year the student is
to be exempted from. For a similar reason, the ACT Composite
score oannot be a criterion. The AC'r:C is a measure of
oomposition ability, mathematical ability, and the ability
to read in the natural and 800ial sciences from an informed
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point of view. Its purpose 1s not to measureonl.y composi-
tion ability ..
No student' a exemption from freshman composition should
depend solely on anticipated correlations of an ACT:B seore
with composition grades. Regression, not correlation, shou1d
be used for prediction. Because high school grade point
average (HSGPA) is the best single predictor of college
academic performance, the HSGPA' s of students who have taken
Composition I and Composition II should be correlated with
their two course grades.. If correlations for HSGPA artS!
present, a multiple-regression equation using ACT:E and
IiSGPA as the predictor variables and COmposition I and Com-
position II grades as the criterion variables should be
developed.
I f the ACT:E does indeed test "the student I s under-
standing of the conventions of standard written Enqlish and
the basic element.s of effeotive expository writing," it
should screen out those st.udents for whom Composition I and
Composition II would be a. needless review of composition
fundamentals.. If BSGPA identifies the more ambitious and
harder working student, it should. screen out the student
whose perseverance would earn him or her an A or B in col-
lege composit.ion ..
To complement t.he ltlultiple-regression equation predic....
tion and to assuage any doubts about the ACT:E's prediotive
ana content validity, each student seeking exemption should
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write an essay.. An objeotive, multiple-choice test t.hat
does not require the student to submit a writing sample is
an incomplete measure. The reasons for requiri.nq an essay
were outlined in the discussion of the reliability and
validity of objective and es.say tests of writing ability in
Chapter I.. For any student to pass English lOl and
English 102, he or she should be able to write competently,
to earn exeraption from those courses the student should
demonstrate that skill. This essay examination could be
constructed by the !-.iSU English department. The essays could
be read holistically by two faculty members who would assign
the essay A's or B's according to criteria a9reed. upon be-
fore the essays are read. A third reader would be called
on as necessary. Any essay less than A or B in quality
would be rejected and the student denied exemption. Each
essay would receive two qrades by eacbreader, one grade for
Composition I and another for Com.position II.
If the student's ACT:E score and HSGPA predict a B in
either or both composition courses., 'he or she would be
allowed to t'iJrite the essay examination. To be waived three
credits for English 101 the student should predict a B in
the course and earn at least a B on the essay. To be
granted three houra of credit for English 101 the student
should predict an A and write an A essay_ In all instances
the weaker performance would determine if credit is to be
waived or granted. The same standard would apply to English
102.
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Analyses like those desoribed above should be con-
ducted by any university that has made a currioulum deoi-
s ion as important as exemptin.g students from freshman com...
pos i t.!.on • Because composition GPA's do not exist feu:: all
MSU CLEF students, these same analyses could not. be con-
d.ucted on the CLEP-GE: E at MaU, another reason for re-
placing it with the ACT:E. Studies on score 9ai.l1s on t.he
ACT:E could be carried out. t.o provide addit.ional informa-
tion on its validity--an analysis not feasible with the
CLEP-GE:E. By expanding the dat.a base of the analyses, it
would be POlutCible t.o determ.ine if the ACT:E could be used
for student placement in remedial, reqular, or honors sec-
tions of freshman composition.
if the ACT:E is found t.o be invalid in any way and if
a multiple-regression equation that would incorporate it
could not be developed, another test such as the revised
CLEP-GE :: E should be considered by the dep.arttttent. Scrutiny
of any test must involve analysis of the cont.ent and pre-
dictive validity of the test. The procedures used in
norming the test and establishing cuttlng soores must be
known. Only a test of composition ability that includes a
writing sample should be used to grant or waive credlt in
freshman compositlon, and it should be used only for
exemptlon from freshman composltion.
APPENDIX A
Sample A and Sample B: Sex, Major, ACT:E and CLEP-GE:E Scores and Percent.iles
ACT:E CLEP-GE:E
ACT:E Percentile* CLEP-GE:E Percentile**
Subject Sample Sex Major Score Rank Score Rank
lA A M Business 11 15 473 41
Administration:
General
IB B lot Business 11 15
Administration:
Administrative
Manl.ugement
2A A M Accot.tntinq 25 94 575 77
2B B M Business 23 87
Administrat.ion:
Administrative
Manaqement
3A A F Theatre 22 81 537 65
313 B F Art 22 81
4P~ A M History 22 81 537 65
48 B M social Studies: 21 13
History
....
I\J
\Q
ACT::! CLEP-GB:E
ACT:! Percentile· CLEP-GE:E Percentile··
Subject. Sample Sex M.ajor Score Rank Score Rank
SIt A F sociology: 23 87 602 83
Social Worker
B F Soc!oloqy: 23 81
Social tiorker
6A A F I Business 20 66 548 69
Administration:
Management.
B F iness 19 59
Administrat.ion:
Management
A M Mat.hematics 22 81 462 37
7B B M Mathematics 19 59
A M Chemistry 25 94 629 90
B M Chemistry 22 81
--
_.~,.
A F Accounting 23 87 500 52
9El B F Accounting 24 91
~
w
o
ACT:E CLEP-(;E:B
AC'I':! Percentile· CLBP-GE:E Percentile··
Subjeet Sample Sex Major Score Rank Score Rank
lOA A I! Spanish 25 94 577 77
~ loa B I! Spanish 27 97
111'1 A M. Compu.ter Science 22 81
! Not Available
! IlB a M Computer Science 24 91
12A A F Medical Technology 25 94 572 76
12:8 B F Nursing 23 87
131'1 A F Accounting 25 94 494 50
I
13B B F Business 22 81
AdministratJ.on:
Marketing
141'1 A F French 25 94 623 89
14B B F Art 23 87
15A A M Economics 20 66 458 35
15B B M Economics 18 51 ...
w
...
ACT:! CLEP-GE:E
ACT:E Percent.ile· CLEP-GE:E Percent.ile··
Subject. Sample Sex Major Score Rank Score Rank
l6A 'A F Computer Science 24 91
Not Available
16B B F Computer Science 24 91
17A A F Elementary 25 94 564 74
Education
171' B F I Elementa.ry 24 91
Educat.ion I
18A A M Accounting 23 81 534 64
18B B M IBusiness 21 13
Administ.ration:
Finance
19A A F Sociology: 21 73 419 22
Case Worker
I
19B B F Sociology: 21 73
Case Worker
20A A F Music Education 19 59 471 40
20B B F Music Education 19 59
....
W
N
ACT:E CLEP-GE:E
ACT:E Percent.ile* CLEP-GE:E Percentile**
Subject Sample Sex Major Score Ra.nk Score Rank
211\ 1\ F Business Educat.ion: 16 38 475 42
Ex.ecut.ive Assist.ant
21B B p Business Bducation: 17 44
Executive Assistant l
221\ A F Computer Science 25 94 543 67
Interdisciplinary
2 13 F ~i('\l 22 81;;If
*1\CT percentiles taken from Table 1, p .. 4 of the 1978-1979 edition of Using the
ACT Assessment on Campus.
**CLEP percentiles taken from Table 1, p .. 10 of the 1976 edition of CLEP Scores:
Intf!rEretation and Use ..
....
w
w
APPENDIX :B
Sample A and Sample B I Grade Point Averaqes and Junior Credit Hours
English 101 Junior
Composition I Fall Quarter Freshman Sophomore Junior Credit
Subject Sample Grade 1975 GPA GPA GPA GPA Hours
lA A 2.58 2.68 2.30 2.26 130
2A B C 2.00 2.28 2.16 2.43 125,
2A A 3.00 2.91 2.89 2.95 I 140!I
2B B P 2.67 3.00 3.08 2 .. 8a 143
31~ A 3.35 3 .. 47 3.. 55 3.53 150
3B B B 3.50 3.17 3.23 3.29 147
41\ A 4.00 4 .. 00 3 .. 79 3 .. 48 145
4:8 B IS 3.44 3 .. 22 3.31 3.30 144
SA A 3.06 2.84 2.65 2.76 142
5B B A 3 .. 25 3 .. 22 3.32 3.24 142
I-'
W
~
English 101 Junior
Composition I Fall Quarter Freshman Sophomore Junior Credit
Subj Sample Grade 1975 GPA GilA CPA GPA Hours
6A A 3.67 3.62 3.64 3.76 154
68 B 3.73 3 .. 27 3 .. 23 3.14 146
111. A 3.50 3.74 3.62 3.52 153
7B It 3 .. 62 3 .. 81 3.85 I 3.70 145
811. A 2 .. 81 2.81 2.88 3.01 I 135I
8D B P 3 .. 56 3 .. 63 3.54 3.45 139
911. A 3.37 3.45 3.30 3.34 I 150I
B B 3 .. 18 3 .. 43 3.26 3.49 I 145i
4.00 4 .. 00 3.83 3.85 ! 138lOA A II
I
lOB B B 2 .. 73 2.65 2.74 2.63 140
llA A 3.00 3.00 3 .. 13 3.29 136
lIB B P 3.64 3 .. 75 3 .. 66 3.61 141
....
w
U1
English 101 Junior
Composition I rall Quarter Freshman sophomore Junior Credit
Subject Sample Gra.de 1975 GPA GPA GPA GPA Hours
12A A 3 .. 06 3 .. 06 3.11 3 .. 11 I 136
12:8 4 .. 00 3.73 3.. 74
I
B A 3.78 , 137I
!
13A A 3 .. 82 3.82 3.83 3.87 ! 138
138 B P 3 .. 42 3.29 3.14 I 3.10 I 137
! fi
14.1\ A 4 .. 00 4.00 4.00 4 .. 00 I 143!
148 B B 2 .. 75 2.81 2.87 3.03 t 139
l !
15A A 3.. 83 3.83 3.81 3.67 145
15B 8 C 2.00 1.86 2.01 2 .. 19 136
16A A 3.86 3.57 3.79 3.88 145
168 B B 3.43 3.53 3.40 3.44 145
17A "A. 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.30 131
1113 B B 3 .. 01 3 .. 11 3.08 3 .. 20 127
I-t
w
'"
Enqlish 101 Junior
Composition I Fall Quarter Freshman Sophomore Junior Credit
ect Sample Grade 1975 GPA GPA GPA GPA Hours
18A A ).75 3.63 3.62 3.60
\
141
1 B B 2.29 2.63 2.63 2.55 138
1 A 2.21 2.11 2.30 2.56 I 147IB 3.07 3.17 2.94 3.13 141
-""'-
'A 3.85 3.75 3.57 I 3.55 139
13 B 3.67 3.. 40 3.35 3.28 135
-
211\ A 3.80 3.71 3.58 3.53 154
:2 13 13 2.31 2.40 2.39 2 .. 39 149
22A A 3.35 3.48 3.77 3 .. 77 136
2 B 13 2.93 1 .. 79 2 .. 89 2.75 147
f-'
to,)
.,..J
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APPENDIX C
Sample A Cover Letter
18 April 1979
P.o. Box 53
Dear Mankato State University Student:
From all the students at Mankato State University who were
exemptedfram freshman composition during the scbool year
1915-1976, you have been randomly selected to t.ake part in
a study of student exemption from freshman composition.
Your response to the attached quest.ionnaire regarding
exemption will. be used in an evaluation of exemption from
freshman oomposit.ion at Mankato State University. Your
response will make known the student' s opinion of the
impaot exemption has had on his or her oourse work, and it
will affect the practioe and prooedure of student exemption
in the fu.ture. Your help is greatly appreoiated J please
aocept the enclosed 9ift certificate as an expression of
my thanks.
Sinoerely yours,
Robert Houston
Assistant Professor of English
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Sample .1\ Ouestionn.aire
D.I:RE:CTXONS: Your answers are to be striotly anonymous, do
not sign you.r name to this sheet. Return your questionnai.re
in the enolosed stamped, self-addressed envelope.
1. What is your sex?
13 a. Female
8 b. Male
2'. What is your major field of study?
3. ay the end of winter quarter 197a approximately how many
quarter hours of credit had you earned?
o a. 150 or less
3 b. 151-157
4: e, 158-174
7 d. 175.... 181
7 e. 182 or more
4. As: of the end of winter qua.rte.r 1978, what is your cumu-
lative grade point averaqe (GPA) approximately?
Sample A reported Ii mean GPA of 3 .. 42.
s. Compared t.o other students how able are you to write?
8. Among the ablest of all st.udents
11 b , Bet.ter able than most stUdents
c.. As able as the average student.
d.. Less able than most students
e.. Among the least ablE! students
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6" Wba1: impac1: has your writing ability had on your per-
formance in your courses?
1 a" No impact
3 btl Little impact
o 0" Moderate impaot
15 d" Significant impaet
2 e" Tremendous impact
7. Based on your ability and back.ground was exemption right
f·or you?
10 a. Definitely was right
6 b. Was right
2 o , Was neither qood nor bad
2 d. Was not riqht
1 e. Definitely was not right
8. Ba.sed on your knowledge of freshman composition, would
have the course work been of value to you?
a. No value
9 b. Little value
J c. Moderate value
:3 d. Considerable value
2 e. Outstandinq value
9. To be exempted from fres:hman composition you took the
College Level Examination Proqram (CLEP) General
Examination in Enqli.sh CompositIon.. Based on your
knowledge of your writinq a.bility and the ability of
ot.her students, how effective was this test as a measure
of your ability to write?
a. Thorough and precise
9 b. Proficient
e , Adequate
d.. OCcasional gaps
e. Plainly deficient
---
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10.. Do you believe the acores for exemption. or for the
granting of credit on this CLEP test need t.o be
cha.ng:ed?
1 a , scores should be sig:ni.ficantly higher
8 b.. Scores should be higher
11 0.. Soores should remain the same
2 d.. Scores should be lower
o e. Scores should be signifioant.ly lower
11.. I f you have any comment.s to make about. exempt.ion from
freshman composit.ion, would you please make them on the
baok of ~~is page?
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Sample B Cover Letter
18 April 1979
P.o. Box 53
Dear Mankato State university St.udent:
From all the st.udents at Mankato St.ate University who t.ook
freshman composition during the school year 1975-1976, you
have been randomly selected to take part in a study of
freshman compoBi tion. Your respon.se to the attached ques-
tionnaire regardingfreBhman composition will be used in an
evaluation of freshman composition at Mankato State
University. Your questionnaire will make known the
student's opinion of the impact freshman composition has
had on his or her course 'Work, and it will affeet the eontent
and structure of future composition courses. Your help is
9'reatly appreciated 1 please accept the enclosed gift certi-
ficate as an expression of my thanks.
Sincerely yours,
Robert HotlSton
Assistant Professor of English
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sample B Questi.onnaire
tJilRECTIONS : Your answers are t.o be 8t.r1.c1:1y anonymous J do
notsiqn your name to t.his sheet. Return your question.naire
in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope.
L What is your sex?
5 a. Male
10 b. Female
2. What is your major field of study?
3. By t.heen.d of wint.er quart.er 1978 approximately bow
many quarter hours of credit. had. you earned?
5 a. 150 or less
2 b. 151-151
3 c. 158-114
2 (L. 115-181
3 e.. 182 or
4. As of the end of winter quarter 1978, what is your
cumulat.ive gra.de average (GPA) approKimately?
Sa:m:ple B reported a mean of 3 .. 07
5. fore you took freshman composition, no"'''
t.o writ.e?
le were you
of 1
b.
---
5 co. As able as t.he average student
2 d. able than InOSt. stUdents
e. Among
_........- least able students
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6. After you took freshman composition, how able were you
t.o write?
o a. Among the least able students
o b. Less able than most students
4 c. As able as the averaqe student
11 d. Better able than most students
o e.. Among the ablest of all students
7. tJhat impact has your writing ability had on your per-
formance in your courses?
o a. No impact.
2 b. Lit.tle impact
6 c. Moderate impact
7 d. Significant impact
o e. Tremendous impact
8. Based on your ability and background, was freshman
composition right for you?
a. £ini "fl18.S not riqht
b. Was not right
---
c. Was nei good
d , t4as right
e. Definitely r
had
4 a , Seldom
b. Only occasionally
---
c, Rapeatt9d about half ti'l:e time
d.. Usually
-~-
e.. Always
---
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10. Was most of the work in freshman oomposit.ion t.oo diffi-
oult for you to handle?
o a , Nearly always too difficult
o b.. Usually too diffioult
2 e , Too difficult about half the t.ime
o d. Only ocoasionally too difficult
13 e.. Seldom too difficult:
11. I f you have any commerrce t.o make about freshman composi-
tion, would ::t'ou please make them on the back of this
page?
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